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Introduction

Introduction

The scope of the present research is to develop a relational database system for the storage and
interactive indexing of the Ādiparva of Mahābhārata (Mbh). Some attempts have been made by
University of Goettingen, Germany to develop a static indexer of Mbh. Except this, there is no
online indexing system for a text of Indian heritage which comprehensively allows for search
either in static or dynamic fashion.
Mbh, the great epic of India ascribed to Veda Vyāsa, can be un-hesitatingly given the honor of
being the cultural encyclopedia of India. The Mbh is the story of a great war that ended one age
and began another. The story has been passed down to us in a classical canon of Sanskrit verses some 90,192 stanzas (including additional Harivaśa) long, or some 1.8 million words in total
(among the longest epic poems worldwide) divided in 18 parvans, 98 upa-parvans (excluding
the two of Harivaśa) which are again divided into 1995 chapters. The work holds a significant
place in the cultural history of India.

Why indexing system is necessary for Mahābhārata?
The Mbh extols its greatness itself in the following words: “Yadihāsti tadanyatra yannehāsti na
tat kvacit”. The saying “VyāsocchişŃam jagatsarvam” also stresses this point. Mbh is neither
history in the modern sense of the term, nor chronicle. But it stands in incomparable isolation,
defying all definitions. It is a veritable encyclopedia comprising heterogeneous material from all
branches of knowledge. Taking the core-story of the feud between two branches of a royal
family and the circumstances leading to a catastrophic war, several branches of knowledge
including philosophy, law, ethics, statecraft, warfare, history and ethnology are embodied in its
structure. The Mbh is a comment on the human condition with all its richness, complexity and
subtlety. The Mbh is the source of many compositions like Abhij–āna Śākuntalam of Kālidāsa,
Naiadhīya Caritam of Śrīhara etc. It is the text that is most sought for in order to enrich
cultural, social and any type of knowledge about Indian civilization.
While on the one hand, the text is very important, on the other, it is so huge that it becomes
virtually impossible for someone to search a specific keyword in it. The indices thus prepared
will constitute a separate text in itself due to the size of the Mbh and will be of tremendous use to
the researchers and users.
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Uses of the indexing system
An indexing is a basic step of any search engine. A web crawler which browses the www in a
methodical, automated manner is called an automatic indexer.1 The crawler copies the visited
web pages and those are indexed to give fast search results. The indexing system of Sanskrit
documents can be used in various NLP applications like building Sanskrit WordNet, dictionaries,
Sanskrit- Indian Language Machine Translation System (MTS) etc. This work, besides being an
essential resource in NL system of Sanskrit, may also be useful for authentic and referential
knowledge about Indian heritage. The system can also be very useful for the researches of
historical, socio-political and geographical researches by providing the facts from the huge text
which cannot be easily read.

Methodology for Mahābhārata indexer
The Mbh, an encyclopedia of Indian civilization has always been attracted not only to Indian
scholars, but also to the western. The Mbh being a popular epic has several versions. The
editions selected for this work is the critical edition of Mahābhārata, critically edited by V.S.
Sukthankar and published by BORI (1944). It has been digitized by Prof. John Smith in Unicode
Devanāgarī Text format.
To provide more comprehensive search the text is segmented according to Pāinian sandhi rules.
After this the text has been adapted to the database system. The original and segmented text has
been stored in database tables. The other information of the structure of the text has been stored
in different tables and those are connected with each other. The connections of table complete
the reference of the searched query and connect all the data with other relative data. The database
has five tables having the information of Parva, Upaparva, Adhyāya, Ākhyāna and the Ślokas
respectively. The connections are defined through the table diagram in the database.

Development of the Mahābhārata indexer
A dynamic search engine-cum-indexer has been developed under this research. It is built in the
front-end of Apache Tomcat Web server using JSP and Java servlets. It has its data in MS-SQL
Server 2005 with Unicode. For connecting the front-end to the database server the MS-JDBC
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_crawler (accessed on July 20, 08)
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connectivity has been used. The system is available online on http://Sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/mb with
input and output in Devanāgarī Unicode. The system works as an interactive and multidimensional knowledge based indexing system for Ādiparva of Mbh and it is being extended to
all the parvans of Mbh. The system can be used also as a generic system for all Sanskrit texts of
similar structure. The architecture of the system is as follows:

Browser

User

Apache
Tomcat
4.0 Web
server

JAVA Servlet

JDBC

MS-SQL
Database
2005

[Fig D.1: Architecture of the system]

Process flow of the system
There are three ways to give input to the system e.g. Direct Search, Alphabet search and Search
by the structure of the text in Devanāgarī UTF-8 format.
Input Text

light Pre-processing

Mahābhārata
Database

Mahābhārata Indexer

Output level-1

Output level -2

Output-final level
[Fig D.2: Process flow of the system]
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Chapter description
The dissertation has been divided into four chapters. The first chapter ‘Computational
Linguistics and Indian heritage’ discusses the recent developments in computational linguistics
and the importance of lexical resources. It also illustrates lexicographic and search engine
methods and techniques. At the end of the chapter, the survey of similar works has been given.

The second chapter ‘Lexical Resources in Indian Tradition’ discusses the tradition of Sanskrit
lexicographic works. It describes 26 major and the few other kośas in first section. The second
unit gives the details of some important available online lexical resources. The last unit of the
chapter deals with the methodology applied for this research.

The third chapter ‘Structure of Mahābhārata and the Ādiparva’ is a detailed study of the
structure and contents of the Mbh and its first parva- Ādiparva. This chapter describes the
structure of the Ādiparva of Mbh and gives its RDBMS adaptation.

The fourth chapter ‘Online Indexing of Mahābhārata (Ādiparvan)’ talks about the
implementation aspects such as the front end, Java objects, lexical resources and how they work.

In the concluding part of the dissertation, the limitations of the system and its implications for
future research have been summarized. The appendices contain the sample data of the Mbh
(Ādiparva) used to develop the indexing-cum-search engine of Mbh. A portable CD has also
been enclosed with the dissertation which comprises the sample data and a screen-shot of the
interface.
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Chapter-1

Computational Linguistics and
Indian Heritage

Computational Linguistics and Indian heritage

1.1. Recent Trends in Computational Linguistics and the importance of
Lexical resources
1.1.1. Recent Trends in Computational Linguistics (CL)
Computational Linguistics came into existence in 1949 as a Machine Translation (MT) project
when Warren Weaver suggested in his famous memorandum that translation by machine might
be possible. However, this area of MT has been moved in the sub-area of CL in the mid 1960s
and after that it contributed a lot, both to the area of linguistics and computer science. The major
areas of research and development in computational linguistics can be summarized as below.1
•

Corpora Creation

•

MT and M(A)T

•

Speech Processing

•

Localization

•

Tools

•

E-Contents

Corpora Creation is one of the prime requirements of language processing. A good corpus,
properly tagged and annotated, serves the basis of a good and efficient linguistic tool. Corpus
data are the raw fuel for many applications and the test bed on which Natural Language
Processing (NLP) applications are evaluated. The field of corpus building has become so vast
that a whole disciplinary term of corpus linguistics2 has emerged. Several corpora have been built
over the years in many languages, for example the British National Corpus and the Penn Tree
Bank for English, the European Union funded multilingual English-French-Spanish corpus, the
CLAWS English text tagger etc. In India, the same effort has been made for Sanskrit, Hindi and
other languages at several places, for example; IIIT Hyderabad, IIT Kanpur and Delhi, MGIHU
Wardha, C-DAC Noida, SCSS/JNU3 etc.
The history of MT can be traced from the pioneers and early systems of the 1950s and 1960s, the
impact of the ALPAC report in the mid-1960s, the revival in the 1970s, the appearance of
1

Jha, Girish N, an article on “Language Technology in India” in CSI Communication, Nov, 2005.
(See Mitkov, T. 2003.)
3
http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in
2
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commercial and operational systems in the 1980s, research during the 1980s, new developments
in research in the 1990s, and the growing use of systems in the past decade. However, reaching a
hundred percent correct output of a machine translated text is still to be achieved and research
and development in this area is still on to bring about the best that a machine can deliver. In
India, the initiative towards work on MT is relatively young. The earliest efforts date from the
late 80s and early 90s. AnglaBharati and AnuBharati projects of IIT Kanpur are ambitious
efforts towards developing an MT system not just for Hindi and English but for also other Indian
languages.4 Similar kinds of efforts are also on at IIIT Hyderabad (the Shakti MTS), C-DAC
Mumbai (the MaTra MT system), C-DAC Pune & Bangalore (the Mantra project), University of
Hyderabad (UCSG-based English-Kannada MT), IIT Bombay (UNL-based MT between
English, Hindi and Marathi), AU-KBC Research Centre Chennai (Tamil-Hindi Anusaaraka and
English-Tamil MT), Jadavpur University Kolkata (English-Hindi M(A)T for news sentences),
Super Infosoft Pvt. Ltd. (Anuvadak English-Hindi software) and at IBM IRL (English-Hindi
Statistical MT).5 The Technology Development in Indian Languages (TDIL), an initiative of the
Department of IT, Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, Government of
India, has played an instrumental role by funding these projects.6 Google’s translator has made a
first level effort to translate English text and web pages into Hindi and vice-versa on-the-fly.7
Study of speech signals and the processing methods of these signals are called Speech
processing.8 The signals are usually processed in a digital representation whereby speech
processing can be seen as an intersection of digital signal processing and natural language
processing. There are several sub-categories in the area of Computational Linguistics where
research and development is on. The area of speech processing can be divided into the following
categories: i.e. i) speech recognition- which deals with analysis of the linguistic content of a
speech signal, ii) speaker-recognition- where the aim is to recognize the identity of the speaker,
iii) speech-synthesis- the artificial synthesis of speech, which usually means computer generated
speech and iv) speech enhancement- enhancing the perceptual quality of speech signal by

4
5

For more details:- http://www.cse.iitk.ac.in/users/langtech/anglabharti.htm (accessed on May 02, 08)
Rao, Durgesh, an article on “Machine Translation in India: A brief Survey”
http://www.elda.org/en/proj/scalla/SCALLA2001/SCALLA2001Rao.pdf (accessed on May 07, 08)
6
For more details:- http://tdil.mit.gov.in/ (accessed on May 08, 08)
7
http://translate.google.com/translate_t (accessed on June 07, 08)
8
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Speech_processing (accessed on June 06, 08)
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removing the destructive effects of noise, limited capacity recording equipment, impairments
etc.. Besides these, of particular importance are TTS and STT systems that have come in several
languages. Efforts in this area in India are made mainly at TDIL, C-DAC centers, Media Lab
Asia centers and at TIFR.
Localization (sometimes shortened to ‘l10n’) is the process of adapting a product or service to a
particular language, culture, and a desired local ‘look-and-feel’. Localizing the software
applications and platforms is a requirement of the present day world so that the great digital
divide that has been created due to linguistic hurdles could be linked. The linguistic diversity is
considered to be an asset for the world and this diversity is in danger as English and its resources
are gaining greater grounds in several areas and thereby limiting the use of the other languages
for some specific domains. Several governments have understood the need for a remedy and it is
eagerly sought through the localization of software applications and platforms. Many public and
private endeavors in India are being put forward in the area of localization, for example, Indix, a
localization of graphical user interface of Linux operating system is being developed at C-DAC
Mumbai (formerly known as NCST), through TDIL program of Ministry of Information
Technology and Telecommunications, Govt. of India. The work of translating OpenOffice.org
into many Indian Languages (BharateeyaOO.o) is happening at C-DAC Banglore. Apart from CDAC Mumbai and Banglore, Localization work is going in IndLinux,9 Utkarsh,10 Punlinux,11
GIST group at C-DAC Pune,12 Yahoo India,13 Google India,14 Microsoft India15 and many
others.
Tools are other areas of computational linguistics where research and development are carried
out with given short term goals that serve major needs. Some examples of tools developed and
under development process for Indian languages are the ITERM- an Indian script terminal for
Unix X windows, word processors, Anusaarka- a language accessor among Indian languages to
Hindi, Sanskrit Authoring Systems, Devanāgarī search engines for Unicode etc.
9

http://indlinux.org/ (accessed on May 12, 08)
It works for Gujrati speaking populace- http://www.utkarsh.org/ (accessed on May 12, 08)
11
It is dedicated to Punjabi language- http://punlinux.sourceforge.net/ (accessed on May 12, 08)
12
http://www.cdac.in/html/gist/lang_tools/local_frmwk.asp (accessed on May 12, 08)
13
Yahoo has localized itself in seven Indian languages. Visit:- http://in.yahoo.com/ (accessed on May 12, 08)
14
Google has localized itself in many Indian languages including Sanskrit. Visit:- http://www.google.co.in/ and
http://www.google.com/intl/sa/ (accessed on May 12, 08)
15
For more details:- http://www.bhashaindia.com/Community/CommunityHome.aspx (accessed on May 12, 08)
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Linguistic e-contents are another widely used area of computational linguistics. There are
several such contents already available on the web that can be availed freely. The bilingual
electronic dictionaries are available in many languages. Word nets, corpora, speech databases,
web based education systems are some examples of linguistic e-contents.

1.1.2. Importance of Lexical resources
The term computational lexicography can roughly be interpreted as a subfield of CL concerned
with the design and implementation of lexical resources for NLP.16 Since, the lexicographic
work turns out to be very data-intensive, so the support provided by machines is extremely
helpful and highly welcome. In this area, computers may be helpful at both ends: lexicographer
and user. By means of the computer, the lexicographer shall be supported in acquiring, editing,
representing and processing lexicographic data and on the other end, the dictionary user shall
have electronic access to relevant data of his interest. Besides this, many NLP systems are in
need of lexical resources which make available lexical information required to process spoken or
written utterances. The more the applications in academic world and the industry depend on
NLP, the higher the need for these lexical resources will be. The processes of building, editing
and extending dictionaries as well as research on dictionaries can profit from recent
developments and progress in CL. Huge samples of recorded language use are nowadays
available in the form of corpora and databases, and computational methods, both linguistic and
statistical, of retrieving, annotating and exploiting the data have been developed and refined.
Given the dynamics and interactions of these developments, the potential of computational
lexicography has scarcely been exhausted yet.
1.1.2.1. Statistical Method
Statistical methods17 can be used to summarize or describe the collection of data of a lexicon.
The patterns in the data of a lexicon may be modeled in a way that accounts for randomness and
uncertainty in the observations, and then used to draw inferences about the process being studied.
The statistical method is very useful for MT and M(A)T system. This invention learns phrase
translation relationships by receiving a parallel aligned corpus with phrases to be learned
identified in a source language. Candidate phrases in a target language are generated and an
16
17

http://milca.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/B2/SS_2004/Intro/MiLCA_COLEX_Intro.xhtml (accessed on June 10, 08)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistics (accessed on June 09, 08)
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inside score is calculated based on word association scores for words inside the source language
phrase and candidate phrase. An outside score is calculated based on word association scores for
words outside the source language phrase and candidate phrase. The inside and outside scores
are combined to obtain a joint score.18
The K-vec19 algorithm is a statistical approach for bilingual lexicon extraction and was
developed by Pascale Fung in the Computer Science Department at Columbia University, New
York. The first step in this method is to extract lexicon candidates by looking for similarities in
the distribution of source and target language word. For this purpose, the bilingual text is split
into K pieces. Then K-dimensional binary vectors are created for the source and the target
language word. If a specific text piece contains the source language word (or the target language
word respectively), the corresponding flag in the vector will be set. Some another Statistical
approaches and techniques used for automatic lexicon extraction are:
a) The Termight system can be seen as a tool for supporting bilingual lexicon creation. It
was developed at the AT&T Bell laboratories by Ido Dagan and Ken Church and
represents a semi-automatic tool for the identification of technical terms and the support
of translation processes.20
b) Char_align is a program for aligning parallel texts. It was developed at the AT&T Bell
laboratories by Kenneth Ward Church. This approach uses the existence of cognates
between cross-language token pairs.21
c) The DEC by Pim van der Eijk is a method which concentrates on identifying noun phrase
correlations from a previously aligned and tagged parallel corpus. The statistical method
for finding correlations is based on the assumption that the translation is more frequent in
the subset of the target alignments which are aligned to the source language term than in
the entire target language text.22
d) An approach developed by I. Dan Melamed at the University of Pennsylvania in
Philadelphia concentrates on the automatic lexicon evaluation by applying several filters.
These filters use external knowledge sources and heuristics. First, all source language and
target language words from a sentence alignment were combined into word pairs. Then,
18

http://www.freepatentsonline.com/7249012.html (accessed on June 11, 08)
http://stp.ling.uu.se/~joerg/diplom/node4.html (accessed on June 11, 08)
20
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=974367 (accessed on June 11, 08)
21
www.aclweb.org/anthology/P93-1001.pdf (accessed on June 14, 08)
22
http://acl.ldc.upenn.edu/E/E93/E93-1015.pdf (accessed on June 14, 08)
19
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the filters were applied in cascades to find the N-best translations among the translation
candidates. For this purpose Melamed used parts of speech, machine-readable bilingual
dictionary, cognate and word alignment filters. The part of speech filter removes every
translation candidate with different parts of speech in the source and the target language.
If a translation candidate appears in the second filter, the machine-readable bilingual
dictionary (MRBD), all pairs with the same source language word and a different target
language word, and all pairs with the same target language word and a different source
language word which occur in the same sentence pair will be removed. Cognate filters
are based on the assumption that there are similarities between the source language word
and its translation in related languages. The last filter assumes that in related languages
information is expressed with a similar word order. The heuristic in this case is that
crossing alignments are not very probable. Some experiments of this method were made
with the Canadian Hansards corpus. The precision for the single best translations yielded
about 52%.23
e) BICORD statistical approach of Judith Klavans and Evelyn Tzoukermann concentrate on
combining lexicon data from machine-readable dictionaries and bilingual lexica.24
f) DK-vec based on the K-vec method, Pascale Fung and Kathleen McKeown developed a
new algorithm for aligning noisy parallel corpora.25
g) SIMR, an approach to map bilingual text correspondences as developed at the University
of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia by Dan Melamed. Like char align, it uses cognates
between the source and target language texts to align the bilingual corpora at the
character level.26
h) At the IBM research laboratories, a stochastic language system, Candide, was developed
as a statistical MT system. This system involves considerations of word groups as well as
single words.27

23

http://stp.ling.uu.se/~joerg/diplom/node4.html (accessed on June 14, 08)
http://acl.ldc.upenn.edu/C/C90/C90-3031.pdf (accessed on June 16, 08)
25
http://arxiv.org/abs/cmp-lg/9409011 (accessed on June 16, 08)
26
http://arxiv.org/pdf/cmp-lg/9609009 (accessed on June 18, 08)
27
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~aberger/mt.html (accessed on June 18, 08)
24
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1.1.2.2. Rule Based Method28
The rule-based system starts with a rule-base, which contains all of the appropriate knowledge
encoded into If-Then rules, and a working memory, which may or may not initially contain any
data, assertions or initially known information. The system examines all the rule conditions (IF)
and determines a subset, the conflict set, of the rules whose conditions are satisfied based on the
working memory. Of this conflict set, one of those rules is triggered (fired). Which one is chosen
is based on a conflict resolution strategy. When the rule is fired, any actions specified in its
THEN clause are carried out. These actions can modify the working memory, the rule-base itself,
or do just about anything else the system programmer decides to include. This loop of firing
rules and performing actions continues until one of two conditions is met: there are no more rules
whose conditions are satisfied or a rule is fired whose action specifies the program should
terminate.

1.2. Printed Lexicon vs. Electronic Lexicon
Before going to compare the similarities and differences it would be better to know why lexicons
are given more importance in natural language processing. Lexical knowledge, i.e. knowledge
about individual words in the language, is essential for all types of natural language processing.
Developers of machine translation systems, which from the beginning have involved large
vocabularies, have long recognized the lexicon as a critical system resource. As researchers and
developers in other areas of natural language processing move from toy systems to systems
which process real texts over broad subject domains, larger and richer lexicons will be needed
and the task of lexicon design and development will become a more central aspect of any
project.29

1.2.1. Printed Lexicon
A Lexicon is a book of alphabetically listed words in a specific language, with definitions,
etymologies, pronunciations, and other information. Besides this, a book of alphabetically listed
words in one language with their equivalents in another may be a lexicon too.30 According to

28

http://ai-depot.com/Tutorial/RuleBased.html (by James Freeman-Hargis) (accessed on June 19, 08)
http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu/HLTsurvey/ch12node6.html (accessed on May 15, 08)
30
Webster's New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 2002
29
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MSN Encarta dictionary31 a reference book that alphabetically lists words and their meanings; or
the entire stock of words belonging to a branch of knowledge or known by somebody is called a
lexicon.
From linguistic point of view, the lexicon of a language is its vocabulary, including its words and
expressions. More formally, it is a language's inventory of lexemes, which is an abstract unit of
morphological analysis in linguistics that roughly corresponds to a set of forms taken by a single
word. For example, pah, pahati, pahan etc. are the forms of the same lexeme, conventionally
written as Pah. Lexemes are formed according to morpho-syntactic rules and express sememes.
In this sense, a lexicon organizes the mental vocabulary in a speaker's mind: First, it organizes
the vocabulary of a language according to certain principles (for instance, all verbs of motion
may be linked in a lexical network) and second, it contains a generative device producing (new)
simple and complex words according to certain lexical rules.32
A lexeme denotes: Headwords, Morphology, Phonetics, Syntax (sub categorization),
Genus/hierarchy/thesaural category, Domain (sport, law etc.), Meaning and Pragmatics.33 A
great deal of effort has been invested over centuries in the development of printed monolingual
and bilingual lexicons (also thesauri and encyclopedias) for human use. It would be very helpful
for computational linguistics to automate this large body of information. Extensive efforts have
been made in this direction. However, conventional dictionaries often do not contain the right
sort of information (e.g. detailed sub-categorization information), and/or do not encode what
they do hold in a sufficiently explicit, consistent, or even accurate way to be readily automated.
By ‘lexicons’, made for use by humans which are about words, the main content of which is
divided into articles (‘entries’) each of which is about a word or group of related words. This
formulation of ‘lexicon’ includes:34
•

Standard definitional dictionaries such as Merriam-Webster (1963) or Larousse
(1971).

•

Bilingual dictionaries (although such a work as an English-Sanskrit/SanskritEnglish dictionary is in fact two lexicons bound in a single volume).

•

Thesauruses.

31

http://encarta.msn.com/dictionary_/lexicon.html (accessed on May 15, 08)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lexicon (accessed on May 15, 08)
33
http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~mary/CS3421lectures/node14.html (accessed on May 15, 08)
34
http://interglacial.com/~sburke/ma/online.html#lexicons (accessed on May 15, 08)
32
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•

Phonetic dictionaries like rhyming dictionaries or pronouncing dictionaries.

•

Orthographic dictionaries like shorthand dictionaries, or crossword puzzle
dictionaries. (Although these are unusual in that the entry for a given word
consists generally of just the headword itself.)

•

More encyclopedic dictionaries like: ethnographic dictionaries (e.g., Franciscan
Fathers 1910) or dictionaries of specialized fields of knowledge (e.g., Howe
1994).

1.2.2. Electronic Lexicon
A lexicon in the Internet mainly fulfils the same service as a printed lexicon provides: it explains
the meaning of words and gives background information. In many cases Internet lexicons contain
more and more recent content than printed ones. As Internet lexicons also profit from link and
search functionality, they can be quite comfortable to use.35 An online lexicon tends to contain
more terms connected to everyday’s life and lifestyle than a printed lexicon. As the production of
an online lexicon is more flexible they can be quite more up-to-date than the recent version of a
printed lexicon. Very often new events or terms are described on the very day they happened or
were created.36

1.3. Electronic Indices vs. Search engines
1.3.1. Electronic Indices
1.3.1.1. General Information
An Index is a systematic guide to items contained in, or concepts derived from a collection.
These items or derived concepts are represented by entries in a known or stated searchable order,
such as alphabetical, chronological, or numerical.37
Indexing is the process of analyzing the informational content of records of knowledge and
expressing the informational content in the language of the indexing system. It involves:
a) selecting indexable concepts in a document; and

35

http://en.web-fortbildung.de/glossary/Lexicon.php (accessed on May 16, 08)
http://en.web-fortbildung.de/search_spots.php (accessed on May 16, 08)
37
Indexing Concepts and Methods (pg. 8)
36
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b) expressing these concepts in the language of the indexing system (as index entries);
and an order list.
An indexing system is the set of prescribed procedures (manual/machine) for organizing the
contents of records of knowledge for purposes of retrieval and dissemination.
1.3.1.2. Computer-Aided Indexing
Automatic text analysis became a subject for serious research in the late 1950s and a major focus
of activity within the then emerging field of information science. Many streams converged to
create this strong new current. First there was the desire to provide faster and more complete
access to the scientific and engineering literature and “to control the information explosion.” A
second factor was the availability of computers and the recognition that these machines were
symbol manipulators capable of processing words as well as numbers. A third influence was the
emergence of a new field of study called computational linguistics, that is, the application of
computer analysis to the structure and meaning of language, led by such men as Noam Chomsky
(1956, 1957) and Zelling Harris (1962). Still a fourth thrust was the research and advances in the
fields of artificial intelligence and self-organizing systems (‘thinking machines’). The National
Science Foundation (USA) supported these efforts to nurture the development of information
science. Studies on automatic indexing blossomed during this period, as did studies on automatic
abstracting, machine translation, and various other information-processing and retrieval
activities.38
The literature on automatic indexing is voluminous. Two excellent state-of-the-art reviews have
been prepared by Stevens (1970) and Sparck-Jones (1974a,b). In addition, there is the series
Annual Review of Information Science and Technology, as well as a number of relevant books
(Machine Indexing, 1961; Borko, 1967; Salton, 1971).
1.3.1.3. Automatic Indexing Methods
The differences between word indexing and subject indexing are crucial for evaluating machineindexing techniques. Word indexing has also been called derived indexing, as contrasted with
subject indexing, which is assigned indexing. Word indexes are derived from the words used by
38
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the authors of a work, and they guide to words and their contexts. Subject headings are assigned
and modifications coined (using by a human indexer) using words (generally those of the author)
that best lead to the subject matter of the work and not to extraneous material. Subjects are
expressed in words, of course, but subject indexes are quite different from word indexes.
The foundation on which automated language analysis rests is that ideas are communicated by
words (written or spoken) and their arrangement. Stemming from this fundamental axiom is the
hypothesis that the subject of a document can be derived by a mechanical analysis of the words
in a document and by their arrangement in a text. In the current state-of-the-art, fully automatic
machine indexing is derived or word indexing. However, subject indexing may be approximated
(a) by using some human intervention, as in machine-aided indexing; and (b) possibly by use of
advanced linguistic techniques, including automatic syntactic and semantic analysis.
For computational purposes, a word is defined as a sequence of symbols, alphabetic, numeric, or
punctuative, separated by spaces on both sides. Assuming that the words are in machine-readable
code, the computer can be programmed to process these words in a variety of ways. Programs
can count the number of words in a document and calculate the mean number of words in the
average sentence of the document. Programs can count the frequency with which a given word
appears in a document or in the entire database and can print lists of words, ordered
alphabetically or by frequency of occurrence.
Truncation (removal of prefixes and suffixes from the stems of words) makes it possible to count
all appearances of the same stem as one word type. For example, programs can combine the
counts of the stem index with the counts of indexes, indexer, indexers, and indexing. Programs
can also count the number of times that the word indexing is preceded by the word automatic,
and can search titles and abstracts for a selected word or phrase and obtain a list of all documents
in which these terms occur. An almost unlimited number of kinds of counts can be made; the
problem is to select only those word counts that prove useful in automating the assignment of
index headings or in determining the subject of a document-if, indeed, word counts alone can do
this. The solution of this problem has been a major concern of researchers. Three basic methods
of automatic indexing have been studied (a) statistical analysis of text; (b) syntactic analysis; and
(c) semantic and discourse analysis.39
39
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1.3.1.3.1. Statistical analysis40
One hypothesis underlying the statistical method of indexing is that the more times a word is an
indicator of the subject matter. Based upon this hypothesis, a computer program lists all of the
words in a document; the words are grouped by number of occurrences and arranged
alphabetically within each frequency. Function words (such as articles, conjunctions,
prepositions, and pronouns) are usually excluded. Words having the same stem can be counted
either as the same or as different words.
Counting words is basic to all techniques of machine indexing and was 1st suggested by Luhn
(1957). At the simplest and most un-sophisticated level, the computer is programmed to select as
index terms all words on the list that have been used more than a specified minimum number of
times in the work being indexed. The application of this rule may result in the selection of large
numbers of index terms, most of which will provide poor guidance to subjects reported by the
author. This result is not surprising because indexing is much more complicated than merely
selecting all words used more than a minimum number of times. Certainly, human indexes do
not use as a criterion for index selection the number of times a term is used in the text, and
authors try to avoid word repetition. Thus, word counts cannot be used as a sole basis for
selection. If the cutoff number of words is set too high, for example, 10 to 12 repetitions, then
many useful index headings will be eliminated; if it is set too low, for example, 1 or 2
repetitions, many terms useless as subject guides will be included.
Machine Indexing (1961), Stevens (1970), and Borko (1967) describe a number of research
studies aimed at providing more effective procedures for automatically selecting index terms.
Some of the more pertinent suggestions are:
i.

Weighting by location: For example, a word appearing in the title might be assigned a
greater weight than a word appearing in the body of the work.

ii.

Relative frequency weighting: This is based upon the relation between the number of
times the word is used in the document being indexed and the number of times the same
word appears in a sample of other documents.

iii.

Use of noun phrases: Only nouns and adjective-noun phrases are used as index terms,
and these are selected from the title or abstract.

40
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iv.

Use of thesaurus: In addition to combining words of the same stem, a thesaurus is used to
combine synonyms and otherwise related words. In this way, the count of some word
types is increased, as is the separation between “good” and “poor” index terms.

v.

Use of association factors: By means of statistical association and correlation techniques,
the degree of term relatedness, that is, the likelihood that two terms will appear in the
same document, is computed and used for selecting index terms.

vi.

Maximum-depth indexing: This procedure indexes a document by all of its content words
and weights these words, if desired, by the number of occurrences in the document. In
this way, the problem of selecting terms is avoided.

1.3.1.3.2. Syntactic and Semantic Analysis41
All of the forgoing techniques of statistical analysis were developed by the mid-1960s and
formed the basis for most automatic indexing studies. Statistical analysis identifies frequently
used words and, by hypothesis, significant content words. Syntactical analysis identifies the role
of the word in the sentence, that is, its grammatical class (e.g., whether the word work is used as
a noun or as a verb) and the relation among the words in the sentence (dog bites man vs. man
bites dog). Semantic analysis helps to establish the paradigmatic or class relations among terms
so as to associate words with simple concepts.
The linguistic model proposed by Chomsky distinguishes between SS and DS of language. For
instance, the two sentences “Mary went home with John” and “Mary and John went home
together” have different SSs but the same DS. By means of transformational grammar, a
sentence can be changed; it can go through a series of transformations that will exhibit its DS. It
is Chomsky’s view that a purely syntactic transformation can provide a semantic interpretation
of the sentence. As is probably obvious, this type of sentence parsing, especially in automatic
text analysis, is complex. Sparck-Jones concludes her discussions of syntactic indexing by
saying,
It must be allowed that syntactic descriptions may be of value in specific contexts, but there
is no hard evidence to the effect that they are generally of value …. . However, it may be that
the correct way of providing syntactic information in document descriptions has not yet been
discovered, and that when it has, it may be worth writing, or attempting to write, programs to
provide it automatically [Sparck-Jones, 1974a, 3,9].
41
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The goal of semantic analysis as applied to document processing is to identify the subjects and
content-bearing words of the document or surrogate text. A number of procedures have been
studied, including (a) keyword normalization- stripping words of prefixes and suffixes; (b)
dictionary or thesaurus reference, in which the extracted word is looked up in a thesaurus; (c)
various classification techniques aimed at grouping related words. The value of these techniques
of semantic analysis for automatic indexing is, at best, unproven; much more experimentation is
needed.

1.3.2. Search engines
A search engine42 is an information retrieval system designed to help find information stored on
a computer system. Search engines help to minimize the time required to find information and
the amount of information which must be consulted, similar to other techniques for managing
information overload. The most public, visible form of a search engine is a Web search engine43
which searches for information on the WWW. Here, information may consist of web pages,
images and other types of files. Some search engines also mine data available in newsgroups,
databases, or open directories. Unlike Web directories, which are maintained by human editors,
search engines operate algorithmically or are a mixture of algorithmic and human input.
1.3.2.1. History of Search engines
The very first tool used for searching on the Internet was Archie44 which was created in 1990 by
Alan Emtage, a student at McGill University in Montreal. The program downloaded the
directory listings of all the files located on public anonymous FTP sites, creating a searchable
database of file names. The rise of Gopher45 (created in 1991 by Mark McCahill at the
University of Minnesota) led to two new search programs, Veronica and Jughead. Like Archie,
they searched the file names and titles stored in Gopher index systems. Veronica provided a
keyword search of most Gopher menu titles in the entire Gopher listings. Jughead was a tool for
obtaining menu information from specific Gopher servers.

42

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine_%28computing%29 (accessed on June 07, 08)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine (accessed on June 07, 08)
44
"Internet History - Search Engines" (from Search Engine Watch), Universiteit Leiden, Netherlands, September
2001. Web- http://www.internethistory.leidenuniv.nl/index.php3?c=7 (accessed on June 07, 08)
45
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gopher_%28protocol%29 (accessed on June 07, 08)
43
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The first Web search engine was Wandex,46 a now-defunct index collected by the World Wide
Web Wanderer, a web crawler developed by Matthew Gray at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1993. Another very early search engine, Aliweb,47 also appeared in 1993, and still
runs today. JumpStation48 (released in early 1994) used a crawler to find web pages for
searching, but search was limited to the title of web pages only.
One of the first "full text" crawler-based search engines was WebCrawler,49 which came out in
1994. Unlike its predecessors, it let users search for any word in any webpage, which became the
standard for all major search engines since. It was also the first one to be widely known by the
public. Also in 1994 Lycos50 (which started at Carnegie Mellon University) was launched, and
became a major commercial endeavor. Soon after, many search engines like Magellan, Excite,
Infoseek, Inktomi, Northern Light, AltaVista and Yahoo! appeared and vied for popularity.
Around 2000, the Google51 search engine rose to prominence. The company achieved better
results for many searches with an innovation called PageRank. This iterative algorithm ranks
web pages based on the number and PageRank of other web sites and pages that link there, on
the premise that good or desirable pages are linked to more than others. Google also maintained
a minimalist interface to its search engine. In contrast, many of its competitors embedded a
search engine in a web portal. By 2002, Yahoo was providing search services based on Inktomi's
search engine. Yahoo! switched to Google's search engine until 2004, when it launched its own
search engine based on the combined technologies of its acquisitions.52 Microsoft first launched
MSN Search (since re-branded Live Search) in the fall of 1998 using search results from
Inktomi. In 2004, Microsoft began a transition to its own search technology, powered by its own
web crawler (called msnbot).
As of late 2007, Google was by far the most popular Web search engine worldwide.53 A number
of country-specific search engine companies have become prominent; for example Baidu54 is the

46

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web_Wanderer (accessed on June 07, 08)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliweb (accessed on June 07, 08)
48
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=JumpStation&action=edit&redlink=1 (accessed on June 07, 08)
49
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WebCrawler (accessed on June 07, 08)
50
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lycos (accessed on June 08, 08)
51
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Search (accessed on June 08, 08)
52
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_engine (accessed on June 08, 08)
53
http://searchengineland.com/070921-105613.php (accessed on June 10, 08)
54
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baidu (accessed on June 10, 08)
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most popular search engine in China and guruji.com55 in India. The table mentioned below
shows the current market share of some of the famous search engines:

Most popular search engines worldwide (Dec. 2007)56
Company

Millions of searches

Relative market share

Google

28,454

46.47%

Yahoo!

10,505

17.16%

Baidu

8,428

13.76%

Microsoft

7,880

12.87%

NHN

2,882

4.71%

eBay

2,428

3.9%

Time Warner (includes AOL)

1,062

1.6%

Ask.com and related

728

1.1%

Yandex

566

0.9%

Alibaba.com

531

0.8%

Total

61,221

100.0%

[Table 1.1: Most popular search engines]

1.3.2.2. How does the Search engine work?
Web search engines work by storing information about many web pages, which they retrieve
from the WWW itself. These pages are retrieved by a Web crawler (sometimes also known as a
spider), an automated Web browser which follows every link it sees. Exclusions can be made by
the use of robots.txt. The contents of each page are then analyzed to determine how it should be
indexed (for example, words are extracted from the titles, headings, or special fields called Meta
tags). Data about web pages are stored in an index database for use in later queries. Some search
engines, such as Google, store all or part of the source page (referred to as a cache) as well as
information about the web pages, whereas others, such as AltaVista, store every word of every
page they find. This cached page always holds the actual search text since it is the one that was
actually indexed, so it can be very useful when the content of the current page has been updated
55
56

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guruji.com (accessed on June 10, 08)
http://www.comscore.com/press/release.asp?press=2018 (accessed on June 10, 08)
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and the search terms are no longer in it. This problem might be considered to be a mild form of
linkrot, and Google's handling of it increases usability by satisfying user expectations that the
search terms will be on the returned webpage. This satisfies the principle of least astonishment
since the user normally expects the search terms to be on the returned pages. Increased search
relevance makes these cached pages very useful, even beyond the fact that they may contain data
that may no longer be available elsewhere.
When a user enters a query into a search engine (typically by using key words), the engine
examines its index and provides a listing of best-matching web pages according to its criteria,
usually with a short summary containing the document's title and sometimes parts of the text.
Most search engines support the use of the Boolean operators AND, OR and NOT to further
specify the search query. Some search engines provide an advanced feature called proximity
search which allows users to define the distance between keywords.
The usefulness of a search engine depends on the relevance of the result set it gives back. While
there may be millions of webpages that include a particular word or phrase, some pages may be
more relevant, popular, or authoritative than others. Most search engines employ methods to rank
the results to provide the "best" results first. How a search engine decides which pages are the
best matches, and what order the results should be shown in, varies widely from one engine to
another. The methods also change over time as Internet usage changes and new techniques
evolve.
The majorities of search engines are run by private companies using proprietary algorithms and
closed databases, though some are open source.57 A recent enhancement to search engine
technology is the addition of geocoding and geoparsing to the processing of the ingested
documents being indexed, to enable searching within a specified locality (or region). Geoparsing
attempts to match any found references to locations and places to a geospatial frame of reference,
such as a street address, gazetteer locations, or to an area (such as a polygonal boundary for a
municipality). Through this geoparsing process, latitudes and longitudes are assigned to the
found places, and these latitudes and longitudes are indexed for later spatial query and retrieval.
This can enhance the search process tremendously by allowing a user to search for documents

57

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_search_engines#Open_source_search_engines (accessed on June 10, 08)
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within a given map extent, or conversely, plot the location of documents matching a given
keyword to analyze incidence and clustering, or any combination of the two.58

1.4. Electronic Indices for Sanskrit
1.4.1. Why for Sanskrit Text?
India has seen amazing strides in ICT applications for Indian Languages in general and for
Sanskrit in particular. Since MT from Sanskrit to other Indian Languages is often the desired
goal, traditional Sanskrit lexicography and indexing (anukramaī) has attracted a lot of attention
of ICT and CL community. While several attempts are being made to build word-nets and
indices on traditional Indian epistemological and logical principles, there have been no serious
efforts for generating a cross-referential indexing system to create lexical resource for
Mahābhārata, the ocean of Indian heritage.59
The Mahābhārata extols its greatness itself in the following words: “Yadihāsti tadanyatra
yannehāsti na tat kvacit”. The saying “VyāsocchişŃam jagatsarvam” also stresses this point.
Mahābhārata is neither a history in the modern sense of the term, nor a chronicle. But it stands in
incomparable isolation, defying all definitions. It is a veritable encyclopedia comprising of
heterogeneous material from all branches of knowledge. Taking the core-story of the feud
between two branches of a royal family and the circumstances leading to a catastrophic war,
several branches of knowledge including philosophy, law, ethics, statecraft, warfare, history and
ethnology are embodied in its structure. The Mahābhārata is a comment on the human condition
with all its richness, complexity and subtlety. The Mahābhārata is the source of many
compositions like Kālidāsa’s Abhij–āna Śākuntalam, Śrīhara’s Naiadhīya Caritam etc. It is
the text that is most sought for in order to enrich cultural, social and any type of knowledge
about Indian civilization. But the huge size of encyclopedic epic makes it virtually very difficult
for someone to search a specific keyword in it. The indices thus prepared will constitute separate
text in itself due to the size of the Mahābhārata and will be of tremendous use to the researchers
and users.

58
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_search_%28Internet%29 (accessed on June 12, 08)
Jha, Girish N., in proceeding of ASIALEX 2005.
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1.4.2. Previous Works
The history of textual indexing is very rich in India. Śaunaka, a great scholar of Vedas, made a
Vedic index named SarvānukramaĦī. Book Indexing of Mahābhārata is an ongoing project at
Sanskrit evam Prācya Vidyāsansthāna, Kurukshetra University. They did first two Parvas (i.e.,
Ādiparva and Sabhāparva) indexing of Mahābhārata which is based on BORI’s critical edition
of Mahābhārata. A western scholar S.Sörensen created an index of “Names in the Mahābhārata”
published from Motilal Banarasidas.
For Sanskrit Informatics, it is necessary to make indices available online. Unfortunately, the area
of Electronic Indexing for Indian Heritage has not attracted required attention of computational
linguists. Some efforts made in this area, directly and indirectly, are listed here:
1. The important work in the area of Online Indexing of Indian heritage has been done in
University of Goettingen, Germany. It is only work which is directly related with my
ongoing research. It includes a word indexing of complete Mahabharata in Roman
transliteration. The database they have used is in text file. The work is in two styles, one is in
alphabetical order and another is in parva style. It is available online at

http://www.sub.uni-

goettingen.de/ebene_1/fiindolo/gretil/1_sanskr/2_epic/mbh/sas/mahabharata.htm
2. Another work has been developed by the Indology Department, University of Wuerzburg,
Germany. The name of this work is “Multimedia Database to Sanskrit drama”. This work is
mainly focused on word indexing of Bhāsa’s (a great Sanskrit dramatist) drama but also
includes Mudrārākasa of Viśākhadatta. It is available online at http://www.indologie.uniwuerzburg.de/bhasa/index.html
3. Electronic text of the Critical Edition of the Mahābhārata is available in downloadable text
format of several commonly-used encodings, such as- Unicode Devanagri, Unicode Roman,
ISCII, ASCII, Norman etc. at the home page of Professor John Smith, Cambridge University.
It is available at http://bombay.indology.info/index.html
4. Maharshi University of Management has created PDF files of all 18 Parvas of Mahābhārata.
The site is http://is1.mum.edu/vedicreserve//itihas.htm
5. Kishari Mohan Ganguli has translated the Mahābhārata in English which is available athttp://www.sacred-texts.com/hin/maha/index
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6. Girish Nath Jha, SCSS, JNU has created ‘Online Multilingual Amarakosh’ using RDBMS
techniques. This is available at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp
7. Linguistics Research Centre of The University of Texax has an online gveda in Romanized
transliteration format. This online text is based on the van Nooten & Holland electronic
version. This can be seen at- http://www.utexas.edu/cola/centers/lrc/RV/
8. http://sanskritdocuments.org/ has created online versions of Sanskrit documents including
Vedas, Mahābhārata and many more in ITX, HTML, PS, XDVNG, GIF and PDF format.
9. “Digital Library in India” provides access to the documents of many languages and areas
through the internet with its 21 participating centres for the Govt. of India. It can be accessed
at- http://dli.iiit.ac.in/
10. A pioneering work has been done by MIRI where the catalogue and a complete collection of
photographic facsimiles of the 1144 paper transcripts of Sanskrit manuscripts including some
manuscripts of Mahābhārata, is now made available. It is a collaborative project of MIRI,
French Institute of Pondicherry (IFP) and French School of Asian Studies (EFEO). Among
these paper transcripts of Sanskrit manuscripts, one can find all the available records of the
specific

manuscripts

through

an

indexing

system.

It

can

be

seen

at-

http://muktalib.org/access_page.htm
11. A project to translate the full epic into English prose, translated by various translators, began
to appear in 2005 from the Clay Sanskrit Library, published by New York University Press.
The translation is based not on the Critical Edition but on the version known to the
commentator Nīlakaha. Currently Sabhā, Ārayaka, Virāa, Udyoga, Bhīma, Droa,
Kara and Śalyaparva are available. The translation of Ādiparva is in the projected list. It is
accessible at- http://www.claysanskritlibrary.org/
12. The Central Secretariat Library, Department of Culture, has sponsored the Mahābhārata
Database project for making the great epic available to researchers and common readers. The
project proposes to create a database of Mbh ślokas in ISCII format, such that these can be
transliterated into any Indian language script using C-DAC’s GIST technology and stored in
a CD-ROM for use by research scholars.60
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Annual Report (2000-2001), C-DAC.
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2.1. Koa Parampar
2.1.1. The Nighau - The oldest Sanskrit lexicon known so far is the Nighau which is a
vocabulary of Vedic words. The derivation and original meaning of the word nighau cannot be
determined with reasonable certainty. The Nirukta, however, which is a commentary on the
Nighau gives the derivation of the word nighau as follows:
sammn 

 

     

     

The author of the Nirukta gives this derivation as that of Aupamanyava.1 The Nighau, as
transmitted to us, consists of five chapters. The first three chapters are called the Naighaukaka, the fourth is called the Naigamaka and the fifth is Daivataka. The first ka
deals with synonyms, the second with homonyms and the third gives the names of the deities.
The first chapter deals with physical things like earth, air, water and natural objects like clouds,
dawn, day and night, etc., the second chapter treats with the physical aspects of human beings
like his limbs such as finger, arm and objects and qualities associated with men such as wealth,
prosperity, anger, battle etc., and the third chapter deals with abstract qualities such as heaviness,
lightness etc.2
The Nighau is not the work of a single author. From the derivation of the work as given by
Aupamanyava it seems probable that it is a compilation of different persons who might have
been the sages of older days. Most probably it is a work of generations of ancient Vedic scholars.
One tradition ascribed the authorship of the Nighau to the sage Kyapa relying on the verses
found in the Mahbhrata.3 This, however, appears to be improbable.
One can, therefore, be justified in saying that the Nighau, as it is presented to us marks the
beginning of the lexicographical literature in Sanskrit. The Nighau is a mere vocabulary of
Vedic words. It does not give the meanings of words and in this sense it cannot be called a work
of lexicography in the modern sense of the term. Even so, it must be admitted that the words in
the Nighau are arranged according to specific groups and this arrangement is generally found
 
1

Chandobhya samhtya samhtya sammnt te nigava eva santa nigamant nighava ucyante iti
Aupamanyava-Nirukta.
2
L. Sarup, The Nighau (1920), Introduction p. 13.
3
The verses occur in the Mokaparvan (ch. 342, vv. 86-7) and read as under:
“vso hi bhagavn dharma khyto lokeu Bhrata
Nighauka padkhyne viddhi mamuttamam |
Kapir-var  
       ”
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in later lexicons. It is mainly for this reason that the Nighau can be regarded as the starting
point in the compilation of later Sanskrit works on lexicography.

2.1.2. The Nirukta- The Nirukta is a running commentary on the Nighau is ascribed by
Yska (800-700BC). Unlike other commentaries which merely explain the words or passages
occurring in the text this commentary gives not only the meanings of the words occurring in the
Nighau but also purports to give the references to the terms as they are used in the Vedic
literature. Yska, the author of the commentary, quotes Vedic passages and tries to give the
derivation of the words found in the Nighau. The Nirukta, as its subject-matter reveals, is not
merely a commentary but contains an extensive original discourse in the form of etymological
discussion of the words. Incidentally, the author remarks on the nature and utility of the study of
the Vedas, the cosmological functions of the Vedic gods and so forth. As Yska’s main object in
writing a commentary on the Nighau is to give the etymology of every word occurring in the
text, he tries to derive every word from its original root.
The Nirukta is divided into twelve chapters, each chapter being again sub-divided into pdas
which range from three to seven in different sections. There are two additional chapters, viz.
chapters XIII and XIV, which are known as pariias or appendices. It is doubtful whether these
two chapters formed a part of the original work. The twelve chapters of the Nirukta correspond
to the three divisions of the Nighau. Thus, chapters I-III correspond to the first three chapters
of the Nighau which are known as the Naighaukaka. Chapters IV-VI deal with the
fourth chapter of the Nighau known as the Naigamaka and chapters VII-XII deal with the
last chapter of the Nighau called the Daivataka. The first chapter gives the classification of
words into four categories viz. a) noun, b) verb, c) preposition and d) particle. The author then
discusses the meaning and nature of the last two categories. He explains prepositions as words
which bring into prominence the subordinate meaning of nouns and verbs. The particles are
divided into three groups- i) comparatives, ii) conjunctives and iii) expletives. The terms are
defined by giving a list of the particles of each group, explaining their meanings and illustrating
their usage by quotations from the Vedic literature. The author further discusses whether the
Vedic-mantras have any meaning at all. The rest of the book is devoted to the exposition of the
Nighau, except the first three pdas of the seventh chapter which contain discussions about the
nature, number, and classification of deities.
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Apart from being a commentary on a Vedic glossary the Nirukta has an importance of its own. It
is a work of great value not only to philologists but also to the students of Sanskrit language.
Traces of later lexicography are to be found in the Nirukta as also in the Nighau, for we find
Yska referring to many words from the Vedic literature.

2.1.3. VY 



 Vyi appears to be a renowned lexicographer as he is very

often quoted by several reputed authors like Hemacandra and others. Unfortunately, no work of
Vyi has come down to us and hence we are unable to form any definite opinion regarding his
lexicon or his personality or age. From the quotations of Vyi that are found in the works of
later authors like Hemacandra or in the commentaries of Ryamukua or Mahevara on the
Amarakoa, it appears that Vyi’s lexicon was arranged in synonymous groups and also
consisted of a chapter on homonyms. Lengthy quotations from Vyi, found in Hemacandra’s
commentary to his own work Abhidhnacintma, show that Vyi’s lexicon must have been a
voluminous one.

2.1.4. KTYA (before 500 AD)- Ktya is also one of the ancient lexicographers who preceded
Amara and flourished before 500 AD. Like Vyi, Ktya as well is known only by citations and
the original lexicon is now lost to us. Puruottama in his Trikaea has identified Ktya, the
lexicographer with Ktyyana and Vararuci. But this identification appears to be doubtful.
Ktya’s lexicon seems to have contained both synonyms and homonyms and its name appears to
be Nmaml. Ktya does not, like Amara, put down the synonyms together but often strives to
give accurate meanings by means of descriptive clauses.4
Ktya as a lexicographer is quoted by K!rasvmin in his commentary on the Amarakoa, by
Hemacandra in his Abhidhnacintmai!k, by Keava in Kalpadrukoa (composed in 1660
AD), by Ryamukua and Bhnuj! in their commentaries on the Amarakoa. He is also referred
to by Ma"kha as one of his authorities in his Anekrthakoa.


2.1.5. AMARAKO A- The Amarakoa ascribed by Amarasiha (before 6th century AD), as
far as the Sanskrit lexicography is concerned, is regarded as a work of paramount authority.
 
4

Kalpadrukoa, Introduction, p. xiii.
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Numerous commentators on different Sanskrit works have frequently quoted Amara’s lexicon in
support of the explanation of a particular word given by them while commenting on any Sanskrit
text. In India, the Amarakoa has the widest circulation and is regarded as a work of
unquestionable authority in all the different schools and sects. The popularity of this work can
also be determined by the fact that Dr. Aufrecht records not less than forty commentaries on it in
his ‘Catalogus Catalogorum.’
This lexicon is popularly known by the name Nmali"gnusanam, meaning thereby a work
which deals with vocables and their genders. It is also known as Trika and is divided into
three kas, each ka again being sub-divided into sections called the vargas. The table of
contents is given below:

Svargdik a

Bhumydik a

Smnyak a

1. Svargavarga

1. %Kǌmivarga

1. Vieyanighnavarga

2. V\RPƗdivarga

2. Pǌravarga

2. Sakravarga

3. KƗlavarga

3. ailavarga

3. Nnrthavarga

4. DKƯvarga

4. VDQDXVҕadhivarga

4. Avyayavarga

5. DLOƗdivarga

5. SiKƗdivarga

5. Ligdisagrahavarga

6. NƗWҕyavarga

6. NUҕvarga

7. PƗWƗODEKRJƯvarga

7. Brahmavarga

8. Narakavarga

8. KVҕatriyavarga

9. VƗrivarga

9. VDLĞyavarga
10. ǌdravarga
[Table 2.1: Structure of Amarakoa]

The Amarakoa is arranged in a metrical form in anusubh metre. A major part of it deals with
synonyms and only one small section viz., the nnrthavarga is devoted to homonyms and is
arranged after the final consonants. Indeclinables are treated in one chapter while the last section
is devoted to the general rules for determining the genders. The arrangement of the work is faulty
and one finds it extremely difficult to trace a particular word in the koa without the help of an
index. The genders of the words are expressed by the inflextional endings in some cases, while at
times they are recorded with words such as str!, pus etc. indicative of genders.
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The Amarakoa, though the most popular of all the Sanskrit lexicons, is not the first of its kind.
Leaving aside the question of Vedic glossaries such as the Nighau and a few others, it is found
that there existed a number of lexicons prior to the Amarakoa. The author of the text himself
states that he compiled his lexicon after consulting other treatises.5 In the opinion of Sarvnanda,
Amara seems to have consulted the works of Vyi, Vararuci, Trika and Utpalin!.6 


2.1.6. DHANVANTARINIGHA

U- The Dhanvantarinighau is a glossary of materia

medica and is attributed to Dhanvantari7 (before AD 500). According to one recension it
consisted of seven chapters while according to another it contained nine. There also appears to be
a third recension, which regards the text as consisting of ten chapters. Another name of this text
is Dravyval!nighau. As the text of the Dravyval!known to us agrees with that of the
Dhanvantarinighau, one may presume the two works to be identical, although they slightly
differ from one another in the different portions of the text.
The work is divided into the 7 vargas or sections (Gu#cydi-$atapupdi-CandandiKarav!rdi-K%candi-&mrdi- Mirakdivarga). The text deals with the vocabulary of
medicinal herbs and plants. Synonyms for herbs and plants together with their properties are
described by the author.


2.1.7. VAIJAYANTKO A- This koa of Ydavapraka (before 1100 AD) is a voluminous
lexicon consisting of two broad divisions, one containing synonyms and the other containing
homonyms. The former (synonyms) is divided into 5 kas and the latter (homonyms) is
divided into 3 kas. Each of these sections is again subdivided into several chapters. The table
of contents is given below:

 
5

Samtynyatantr sakiptai pratisasktai |
Samp#ramucyate vargai Nmali"gnusanam || Amarakoa, 1.1.2.||
6
While commenting on Amara, 1.1.2, Sarvnanda remarks: “Anyatri Vyivararuciprabhtin tantri,
samhtya ek!ktya ata eva sap#ramidam, yata Trikotpalinydini nmamtr tantri, Vyivararucydi
pra!tni tu li"gamtri ” etc.
In Dhanvantarinighau (ASS), Introduction p.2, the editor Vaidya Narayan Shastri Purandare seems to be of the
opinion that the work must have been composed by one of the disciples of Dhanvantari, who is supposed to be the
most ancient authority on Indian medicine, during his life-time (Aya      m
kenacidapi   a grathita iti       u Dhanvantarisvasya granthasya viraca  t    t
citameva).
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K A

ADHYYA
1. didevdhyya

Svargak a

2. Lokapldhyya
3. Yakdhyya
4. Jyotiradhyya

Antarkak a

5. Meghdhyya
6. Khagdhyya
7. abddhyya
8. Dedhyya
9. aildhyya
10. Vandhyya
11. Pausagrahdhyya

Synonyms

Bhmik a

12. Manuydhyya
13. Brhmadhyya
14. Katriydhyya
15. Vaiydhyya
16. drdhyya
17. Sarspdhyya

Ptlak a

18. Jaldhyya
19. Purdhyya
20. Bhtdhyya
21. Padhyya

Smnyak a

22. Dharmakarmdhyya
23. Gudhyya
24. Arthavalligdhyya
25. Pulligdhyya
26. Strligdhyya

Homonyms

Dvayakarak a

27. Napusakaligdhyya
28. Abhidheyavalligdhyya
29. Nnligdhyya
30. Pulligdhyya

Tryakarak a

31. Strligdhyya
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32. Napusakaligdhyya
33. Abhidheyavalligdhyya
34. Nnligdhyya
35. Pulligdhyya
36. Strligdhyya
37. Napusakaligdhyya
38. Abhidheyavalligdhyya
eak a

(also

called

Arthavalligdhyya)
39. Nnligdhyya
40. Paryyasayojanyyapradarandhyya
41. Anekrthvyaydhyya
42. Avyayaparyydhyya
43. Ligasagrahdhyya
[Table 2.2: Structure of Vaijayant!koa]

The distinguishing feature of the Vaijayant!koa is that it contains numerous words from the
Vedic literature, and is considerably more voluminous. Except the Nighau, there is no other
lexicon dealing with Vedic words. On account of this feature the Vaijayant!koa has been looked
upon as a work of considerable merit and authority.


2.1.8. MAKHAKO A (Anekrthakoa)- This lexicon, popularly known after its author
Ma"kha (about 1140 AD), is a homonymous dictionary consisting of about 1007 verses. The
words in the Ma"khakoa are arranged in an alphabetical order according to the final consonants
and the words are further arranged according to the number of syllables. The indeclinables are
placed last. The lexicon has no division into chapters or vargas. The verses are written
continuously without a break. The author of this lexicon says that he composed his lexicon by
consulting the works of Bhguri, Ktya, Halyudha, Amarasiha and some others.8

 
     marasi    n |
 ya am dhanvantarinirmitam u m ca |
li"   ni ca  rya ya    m ca |
kurute'    m   m ma"am ||
8
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2.1.9. KALPDRUKO A- Ascribed by Keava (AD 1660), this is one of the biggest lexicons,
containing about 4000 verses. It is divided into three main divisions known as skandhas which
are further divided into 27 sub-divisions known as prakas.9 The table of skandhas and
prakas is given below:

Skandhas of Kalpdrukoa
Bhmiskandha

Bhuvaskandha

Svargaskandha

1. Dea

1. Sdhraa

1. Srydi

2. P

2. Bhsthadeva

2. Brahma

3. Nardi

3. Nabhasthadeva

3. Avyaya

4. igotrabrahma

4. Kla

4. Strydiliga

5. Katriya

5. Nya

6. Vaiya
7. udrdi
Prak a

8. Vieyanighna
9. Sakra
10. Vanauadhi
11. Sarabhdi
12. Parvatdi
13. Samudrdi
14. Ptldi
15. Sarpdi
16. Narakdi
17. Jina
[Table 2.3: Structure of Kalpadrukoa]

It can be seen from this exhaustive list of sub-divisions that the author has tried his best to make
each group of synonyms as complete as possible. The method adopted by the author is not very
systematic and it is very difficult to find a particular word from this large collection of synonyms
 
Cf. Asminkoe traya skandhpraka saptaviati,lokcatusahasri pa%caty atadvayam. -Tanjore
Des. Cat. Of Mss., no. 4739.

9
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without the help of an index of words. A large number of abbreviations are used for indicating
genders and wherever any member of a compound can be replaced by its synonym the author
does not give the compound in its original form but only the word of the compound.


2.1.10. KO AKALPATARU- Among the important lexicons that were composed after 15th
century, mention must be made of Koakalpataru ascribed to Vivantha (17th century). This
lexicon is one of the largest of its kind and contains more than 5000 verses. It combines both the
synonymous and the homonymous characters. The first synonymous part is modeled after the
Amarakoa and is accordingly divided and sub-divided into major and minor portions such as the
Kas and the Vargas. The second homonymous portion is arranged according to the number
of letters under each head such as kavarga, Cavarga, 'avarga, Tavarga and so on. Besides these
two main divisions the lexicon contains two portions, one dealing with the genders of vocables
and the other with the indeclinables. The table of contents is given below:

Synonymous

K 

VARGA
1. Paramtma
2. Svarga

Svargak a

3. Vyoma
4. Kla
5. Dh
6. Nya
7. Pthv
8. Sura
9. aila
10. Vanauadhi

Bhk a

11. Siha
12. N
13. Brahma
14. Katra
15. Vaiya
16. udra
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17. Ptla
18. Nraka
Ptlak a

19. Vieyanighna
20. Prakra
21. Dhtu

Homonymous

Ka-Ca-a-Ta-Pa-Antastha-mnta Varga
1. Puligdhikra
2. Strligdhikra

Genders

Ligavarga

3. Napu ligdhikra
4. Strpusaligdhikra
5. Punapusakaligdhikra
6. Strnapusakaligdhikra
Avyayasmnyaskandha

Indeclinables

[Table 2.4: Structure of Koakalpataru]

The detailed analysis of the contents will introduce the voluminous nature of the lexicon of
Vivantha. The work is composed in a variety of meters and occasionally contains prose
passages also.


2.1.11. HEMACANDRA (AD 1088-1175)- This celebrated Jain monk of the 12th century is a
remarkable figure in the history of Jain and Sanskrit literature. He was a versatile writer and
wrote on several branches of Sanskrit and Prakrit literature. He authored four lexicographical
works viz., i) Abhidhnacintmai (with its commentary), ii) Anekrthasagraha, iii)
Nighauea, and iv) Denmaml.

2.1.11.1. ABHIDHNACINTMA I- It is a large lexicon containing about 1542 verses
written in different meters. The work begins with a description of the ruha, yaugika and mira
terms and a note on the component parts of compound words as to which of them are
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commutable and which are not. For gender the reader is referred to the author’s
Li"gnusana.10 Contents of this lexicon are given here in tabular form:

Kda

Contents

Devdhideva

the Jain gods and the religious terms

Deva

Brahmanical and Buddhistic gods and terms connected with
them

Synonyms
Martya

human beings in their different relations

Bh#mi

lower animals

Naraka

the beings of the nether world

Smnyaka the abstract notions, adjectives and the indeclinables.
Homonyms

It is arranged according to the number of syllables in each word.
[Table 2.5: Structure of Abhidhnacintmai]

2.1.11.2. ANEKRTHASAGRAHA- It is a dictionary of homonyms which consists of about
1829 stanzas. It is divided into six kas (Eka-dvi-tr!-catu-pa%ca-asvaraka) with an
additional supplementary ka of the indeclinables. In each ka, the words are arranged in a
two-fold alphabetical order, firstly according to the initial letters.11 The words are mentioned
without their genders which are to be learnt from Li"gnusana, another work by this author.12

2.1.11.3. NIGHA

U EA- It is a supplement of Abhidhnacintmai and is a glossary of

medicinal plants and herbs. It is a synonymic dictionary and is divided into six kas (Vkagulma-lat-ka-ta-dhnyaka) and consists of 396 stanzas.
2.1.11.4. DE NMAML- It is a lexicon of de! words. It is composed in Prkta &rys and
gives Prkta words along with their equivalents in Prkta. The whole work is divided into 8
divisions called the vargas, which are- i) svaravarga ii) words beginning with gutturals iii)
words beginning with palatals iv) words beginning with linguals v) words beginning with dentals
 
10

Kalpadrukoa, Introduction, xxxi.
Akrdi kramedvatra kdikramo’ntata |
12
Li"gnusane’smbhi varito li"ganiraya |
Ato na grathita s#tregranthagauravabh!r#bhi ||
11
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vi) words beginning with labials vii) words beginning with liquids ra and la and viii) words
beginning with sa and ha. Each division has a supplement dealing with words having more than
one meaning. The words are arranged according to their meanings and the number of syllables.
According to Hemacandra, de! words are those words which are in use since times immemorial
(tamh adi pla payaabh visesao de!). Accordingly, this lexicon ought to include only
such words as have been used in ancient Prkta literature, and which cannot be derived from
their Sanskrit prototypes. But the rule laid down by the author himself does not seem to have
been followed by him in his treatise and we frequently find that the author has included many
words as de! which could be traced to their Sanskrit originals.
The importance of this lexicon to the Prkta literature and language is invaluable. It has the
same importance as the Amarakoa which is regarded as the basis of Sanskrit lexicography. It
contains about 4000 Prkta words together with their Prkta equivalents and a systematic
study of these words will be a valuable contribution to the Prkta language.


ANEKRTHASAMUCCAYA- This lexicon, popularly known as the $vatakoa
after its author $vata (about the 6th century AD), is a dictionary of homonyms. It is not a
complete koa and is not divided into different divisions. The words are arranged in full verses,
half verses, and even in quarter verses. There is neither any alphabetical arrangement of the
words nor are they arranged according to syllables as is generally found in many lexicons. The
arrangement being defective, this lexicon is relatively inconvenient for ready reference. The
work consists of 807 verses13 and is divided into six sections, the last two of which deal with
indeclinables.14
The Anekrthasamuccaya, though a small work in extent, seems to have been the basis of later
lexicographers. $vata, has very often been quoted by K!rasvmin, by Vararuci in Gaaratnamahodadh!, by Mallintha, and others. This shows that $vata’s lexicon must have obtained a
high degree of popularity in later years. 

2.1.13. ANEKRTHADHVANIMAJAR- This lexicon of Mahkapaaka (before 925
AD), is a homonymous dictionary consisting of 3 chapters (lokdhikra- ardhalokdhikra 
$vatakoa
14

edited by K.G.Oak, Poona, 1918.
Ibid, p.59: ‘athvyay nibadhyante $lokrdhena savistaram’ |
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paddhikra). Some manuscripts, however, add one more chapter viz. ekkardhikra. The
work is also known by different names in different manuscripts. Some site its name as
Anekrthadhvanima%jar!!"#$%" Anekrthama%jar! and as Anekrthapadama%jar!.

2.1.14. PARYYARATNAML- This work of Mdhavakara’s (700 AD) is a
synonymous medical dictionary of botanical terms and contains the names of plants and herbs
which were generally used by physicians for medical purposes in old days. Here, the
arrangement of the words is neither systematic, nor is the work divided into sections. The printed
edition of the work15 contains 1754 lines consisting of synonyms (13-1474), homonyms (14751641) and mna or measures (1642-1754). These are further subdivided into full stanzas, half
stanzas, quarter stanzas, and half quarter stanzas; the homonyms are presented according to the
number of meanings attached to every word viz. i) words having a single additional meaning, ii)
words having two meanings each and iii) words having many meanings.
Paryyaratnaml have attained much popularity and is frequently quoted in the works and
commentaries of Sarvnanda, Ryamukua, Medin!, Bhnuj! and others. The lexicon contains the
names of a large number of drugs and plants many of which are not traceable in other glossaries;
e.g. Akuka, &!ta, itakaa, ucca, kagandh, kapacakra, kumraj!va, etc.

2.1.15. PARYYAMUKTVAL- It is a medical glossary written by Haricarana Sena on
the model of the ParyyaratnamlMdhavakara. In the introductory stanzas the author
acknowledges his debt to Mdhavakara.16 The whole work is written in a metrical form and is
divided into 23 sections (Sugandhi-madhyagandha-h!nagandha-sraja-ratna-dht#padhtumadhura-amla-uttamaka-tikkaka-pupa-

l!l()kanda-mahvka-madhyamavka-

hrasvavka- lat)imb!#kdhanya-tadhnya-ktnna-pn!ya-vayajka- bhautikdivarga).

2.1.16. ABHIDHNARATNAML- This lexicon of Halyudha (950 AD) is a vocabulary
of small extent containing about 900 stanzas and is divided into five kas (svar-bh#mi-ptla 
15

Edited by Dr. Tarapada Chawdhary, Patna, 1946.
lokahitya Mdhavakarbhikhyo bhiak kevalam
konvea"atatparapravitatyurvedaratnkart |
mratnamay!m cakra sa yathlabhasamuddhtya y
ssmbhikaman!yabhaktiracandvranyathgrathyate ||; 
P#rva
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smnya-anekrthaka). The first four of these deal with synonyms while the last is devoted
to homonyms and the indeclinables. The genders are indicated by giving the declensional forms.
The works does not treat the genders so strictly as the Amarakoa although in other respects it
generally follows the latter, and is composed of a variety of matters.

2.1.17. PURUOTTAMADEVA (between 1050 and 1200 AD) - A well known commentator
on Pini’s Adhyy! flourished in Bengal and wrote about five lexical works: i) Trikaea
or Amaraviveka ii) Hrval! iii) Varadean iv) Dvir#pakoa and v) Ekarakoa. The earliest
reference to his work is found in Sarvnanda’s commentary on the Amarakoa, composed in AD
1159.
2.1.17.1. TRIK A EA OR AMARA EA- It is a supplement to the Amarakoa and
contains words which are omitted in it. Corresponding to the three sections of the Amarakoa,
this work is also divided into as many vargas as in the original. In the introductory portion, the
author states that his aim in writing the lexicon was to give only such vocables as were omitted
by Amara but were found in common use.17

2.1.17.2. HRVAL- It is a small work consisting of about 270 stanzas. It consists almost
exclusively of uncommon words and is divided into synonyms and homonyms. The former is
again subdivided into three sections having full verses, half verses and quarter verses. The latter
is also divided into similar sections and gives the different meanings attached to the words. In the
end, the author states that the composition of Hrval! was the result of the consultation of
several lexicons.18

2.1.17.3. VAR ADE AN- As the name of the work indicates, it is a treatise on the proper
spelling of nouns with certain cognate consonants such as kha and ka, ha and gha, ha and a, ja
and ya etc.

 
17

Alaukitatvdamara svakoe, Na yni nmni samullilekha |
Vilokya tairapyadhn pracram, aya prayatna Puruottamasya ||
18
$abdravautpalin! sasr      Vcaspativyi   
  *anyem ca   ! nibaddheyamay dvdaa vatsarai ||
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2.1.17.4. DVIRPAKO A- It is a small work on lexicography containing about 75 stanzas. It is
a vocabulary of words which are spelt in two different ways but which are similar in sound, e.g.
the words h and ha, asvara and sasvara, kuala and kuala etc.

2.1.17.5. EKKARAKO A- As its name indicates, this is a lexicon which contains words of
one syllable having different meanings attached to such single letters. In many Sanskrit lexicons,
we find a number of words with one syllable having various meanings attributed to them. For
instance, in this lexicon the meaning attached to the first four letters of Devangar! alphabet will
be found as: ‘&+’, ‘- P!tbara’, ‘i- Kma’, ‘i- Lakm!’.

2.1.18. VI VAPRAK A- This lexicon, which is ascribed to Mahevara (AD 1111), is a
dictionary of homonymous words arranged according to the final consonants. The words are
further arranged in sub-groups according to syllables which range from one to seven, e.g.
kaikam, kadvikam, katrikam and so on. Although the work is arranged after the final letters there
is no alphabetical order. The words are arranged mostly at random thereby rendering the
reference to words very difficult, although not impossible.

2.1.19.

ABDABHEDAPRAK A- It is another vocabulary ascribed to Mahevara, the

author of previous lexicon. It is a glossary of nouns which, though identical in meaning, differ
more or less in their orthography, and is divided in four parts viz. i) Nirdea, with abdabheda,
ii) bakrabheda, iii) #mabheda, and iv) li"gabheda. This is a supplement of author’s larger
work Vivapraka.
On the $abdabhedapraka, J%navimalagai, a Kharataragaccha line of Jain priests wrote a
commentary naming ‘$abdabhedapraka!k’ in 1598 AD. This commentary aims at giving the
derivation of every word in the text and also tries to give the etymology of the words wherever
possible.

2.1.20. NMAML- This lexicon of Dhana%jaya (about 1123 AD) is a vocabulary of
synonyms. According to India Office Manuscript19 there is only one pariccheda viz., the
 
19

India Office Cat., no. 1014.
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synonyms and contains 205 verses. There are, however, other manuscripts20 of the same work
which consist of two or even three paricchedas. Some divide the work into two paricchedas synonyms (containing 205 verses) and homonyms (containing 50 verses).

2.1.21. ANEKRTHAKO A (Nnrthasagraha)- This lexicon of Ajayapla (before
AD 1140) is a lexicon small in extent but of considerable authority. It is a work which deals with
various meanings attached to a single word. It contains about 1730 words. The words are
arranged after the initial letters without regard to the number of syllables and are divided into
chapters according to the extent of meanings, in full, half verses and so on. The indeclinables are
placed at the end of each chapter instead of being treated separately as in some lexicons.


2.1.22. EKKARANM - In the Sanskrit language every word has a meaning
and even words having one syllable only were looked upon as having some significance.
Different meanings were attached to these monosyllabic words, sometimes the same letter
having different meanings. In course of time, the single letters of the alphabet attained
prominence and lexicons purely devoted to monosyllables and hence known as the ekarakoa
were gradually composed. The ekaranmamlik attributed to Sudhkalaa (about 1350 AD)
belongs to the category of the homonymous glossaries of monosyllables. It deals with the letters
of the alphabet, giving at the same time the meanings attached to them. It is a very small lexicon
consisting of only 50 verses approximately.

2.1.23. MADANAVINODANIGHA

U- This huge lexicon of Madanapla (AD 1375) is

also known by its shorter title Madanavinoda. It is a famous dictionary of drugs (material
medica) containing about 2250 verses and is divided into fourteen sections (Bhaydi$),)- )+  )()$)-).)- )/

).).

) ). This lexicon not only gives synonyms for certain medicinal drugs but it also
deals with their qualities and properties as in the Rjanighau. The author describes the
different kinds of food in the chapter called Annavarga. Different dishes of flesh of various
animals and their effect on health are described in M 
 

20

ibid, no. 1015.
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!"#$%&

'- Authored by Narahari (after AD 1375), this lexicon, also known

as Abhidhnacintmai or Nighaurja, is a medical glossary consisting of the names of various
herbs and their medical properties. It is almost entirely limited to Materia Medica, or the
synonyms and properties of various vegetable and mineral products considered to possess
medicinal value. It is divided into 23 chapters (An#pdi-bh#mi-gu#cydi- $atvahdiparpadi-pippalydi-m#lakdi-$almalydi-prabhadrdi-karav!rdi-mrdi-candandisuvardi-pn!ydi-k!rdi-alydi-msdi-manuydi-sihdi-rogdi-satvdi-mirakdiekrthdi-dvayarthdivarga).

2.1.25. PRASPRAK - Under the patronage of Akbar, Vihr! Kadsa (between AD
1556 and 1605) composed a bilingual glossary dealing with Persian and Sanskrit words. Like the
Pras!praka of Ved"garya the present work also deals with Persian equivalents for Sanskrit
expressions but differs from the former in its nature. The Pras!praka of Ved"garya deals
mainly with astronomical and astrological terms whereas the work of Vihr! Kadsa gives the
Sanskrit equivalents of Persian terms in general.

2.1.26. RJAVYAVAHRAKO - It is a lexicon which was composed for ivj by his
minister Raghuntha Nryaa Hanumante (about AD 1676-77). Unlike many other Sanskrit
lexicons, it contains many Persian and Arabic terms along with their Sanskrit equivalents and is
divided into ten sections (Rja-kryasthna-bhogya-astra-catura"ga-smanta-durga-lekhanajanapada-payavarga). The author states that at the time of Chhatrapti Shivaji, many of the
Sanskrit words became obsolete and Persian and Arabic words came in vogue. For the purpose to
do away with the foreign words and to revive the usage of old Sanskrit terms, the present lexicon
was composed.


Except the above mentioned lexicons, there are some other important works which have a great
role to play in the enrichment of Sanskrit lexical resources.

  of Padmanbhadatta

(last quarter of 14th century) is a lexicon of synonymous and homonymous words and is
professed to be a supplement to the Amarakoa. Abhidhnatantra of Jadhara (before 1431
AD) is a vocabulary of synonymous and homonymous words. Anekrthadhvanimajar of
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Gadasiha (before 1431 AD) is a vocabulary of words having different meanings.
rutaabdasamuccaya of Somevara (before 1550 AD) is a vocabulary of homonymous words
belonging to Vedic literature.21   !+ala (latter half of
the 16th century) has four parts which contains 472 stanzas. The first gives the names of the
different parts of the body, and also of all things and attributes of women; the second deals with
inanimate objects such as mountains etc; the third is devoted to the enumeration of celestial
objects; and the fourth to words of several meanings, synonyms, prepositions, names of arts,
science etc. Pacavargasagrahanmaml of $ubha!la (between AD 1450 and 1500) is a
small lexicon which imitates the Abhidhnacintmai of Hemacandra in style, division and
general form. Udinmaml of $ubha!la consists of words having undi suffixes.
Pathypathyavibodhanighau of Kaiyadeva (before 1648 AD) is a dictionary of material
medica and hygiene. It gives a list of numerous articles of food, herbs, plants, vegetables etc, and
deals with their medicinal properties stating at the same time which substances are congenial to
health. Pacatattvapraka of Ve!datta (1644) is a metrical glossary containing vocables of
five elements (pthv!-jala-tejas-vyu-ka) in 335 verses. Udinighau of Ve"kaevara
(1684-1712 AD) is a small work of about 720 verses in five chapters. It brings together all the
words that have been dealt with in Udis#tras.  of Cakrapidatta (1060 AD) is
a medicinal dictionary with vegetables and mineral substances and also contains a chapter on
compounds, both in medicine and dietetics and is divided into nine vargas. abdapradpa of
Surevara (1075 AD) is a glossary of botanical terms which gives the names of different plants
and also mentions their medical properties. It is one of the oldest important botanical glossaries
enumarating various plants in contemporary Bhrata. Dharakoa (also called Anekrthasra)
ascribed to Dhara!dhara (before AD 1159), is a vocabulary of homonymous words and
arranged after the final letters and number of syllables like the Medin!koa. Dvir pakoa is a
small lexicon by $r!hara (2nd half of the 12th century) which deals with words having two forms
slightly different from one another. Such words may differ in the mtrs or syllables or in
gender; e.g., amara and mara, agastya and agasti etc. Nnrthravasa is a very
extensive lexicon by Keava (12th or 13th century) which deals with homonymous words
consisting of 5800 verses and of 6 kas according to the number of syllables in a word. The
 
21

Cf. Vaidikavyavahrea nmali"gapramata | arthaprakad!pbhaprabhpratyayavedanam ||
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words are arranged in an alphabetical order and agree with the Vaijayant!koa in many respects
especially in its treatment of Vedic words which are generally not included in the classical
lexicons.22 Hdayadpaka of Vopadeva (about 1250 AD) is a medical work being a collection of
approved recipes, for the treatment of several acute and chronic diseases. It also contains a
glossary of medical technical terms and consists of 176 verses and is divided into 8 vargas
(Catupda-tripda-dvipda-ekapda-dvinma-ekanma-nnrtha-mirakavaraga).
Avyayasagrahanighau of $kalyamallabhaa (about 1330 AD) is a small lexicon of
avyayas which contains only 50 stanzas. Ekararatnaml is a lexicon of .dhava (about
1350 AD) which deals with single letters of the alphabet and the meanings attached to each
letter. Anekrthatilaka (also called Nnrthatilaka) ascribed to Mah!pa (before AD 1434) is a
dictionary dealing with homonyms which is divided into four sections (Ekara-DyakaraTryakara-Sak!ravaraka). abdaratnkara of Vmanabhaa Ba (about 1400 AD) is a
dictionary of synonyms, homonyms and the indeclinables which contains 1050 verses in three
sections. abdacandrik is another small synonymous lexicon by Vmanabhaa Ba which
consists of about 100 stanzas and is divided into 5 sections called adhikras (svargdilokaplaantarika-bh#mi-samudra-manuydhikra). Nnartharatnaml of Irugappa Dadhintha
(latter half of the 14th century) is a vocabulary of homonymous words and is divided into 6
kas. This vocabulary records words of various meanings arranged according to their syllables
and final letters.23 R pamajarml is a small thesaurus by R#pacandra (AD 1588) consisting
120 verses only, giving synonyms for vocables and is divided into 09 vargas. The last
smnyavarga deals with homonymous words and is styled as the anekrthavarga. The last but
not least, abdamuktmahrava, a modern vocabulary prepared for Colebrooke by a Pandit
named Trmai (about AD 1785) is a voluminous dictionary arranged alphabetically and
further rearranged so that the words beginning with the same letter are again arranged according
to the number of syllables and also according to the final letter of the words.

Since the last two centuries, there have been some important efforts in the direction of building
bilingual Sanskrit dictionaries. These works have enriched the lexical resources of Sanskrit
 
22

Kalpadrukoa, Introduction, xxxviii.
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Narang, Satyapal (1998), Saskta Koa-stra ke Vividha yma, pg. 159-160.
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enormously e.g.

Monier Williams’ Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Apte’s

English-Sanskrit

Dictionary, MacDonell’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Wilson’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary,
Boehtlingk’s Sanskrit-German Dictionary, Boehtlingk & Roth’s Sanskrit-German Dictionary,
Cappeller’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary, etc.

2.2. E-indices and computational lexicography
2.2.1. E-indices
The E-index is a computer program which collects, parses, and stores data to facilitate fast and
accurate information retrieval. Index design incorporates interdisciplinary concepts from
linguistics, cognitive psychology, mathematics, informatics, physics and computer science. An
alternate name for the process in the context of e-index designed to catalogue any document on
the Internet is Web indexing. The e-index comes in two modes, the first static indexing system
shows query on the basis of compiled data while the second dynamic indexing system works on
running data basis. It means a static indexing system stored the data in a simple text file which
gives the result if the query exists in file. Whereas a dynamic indexing system is based on
RDBMS technology in which data are stored in several tables and all the tables are adjoined with
each other.
2.2.1.1. E-index of Mahbhrata24
An electronic index for Mahbhrata is developed by University of Goettingen, Germany. The
source of the Text presented here is from MahƗbhƗrata Electronic text (C) Bhandarkar Oriental
Research Institute, Pune, India, 1999 on the basis of the text entered by Muneo Tokunaga et al.,
revised by John Smith, Cambridge. Some snap shots of this work are presented below to see how
this indexing system of Mahbhrata works:

 

24

http://www.sub.uni-goettingen.de/ebene_1/fiindolo/gretil/1_sanskr/2_epic/mbh/sas/mahabharata.htm (accessed on
June 10, 08)
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(Fig-2.1: Home page of Mahbhrata Indexer)

(Fig-2.2: It shows all the words which starts with ‘’)
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(Fig-2.3: After clicking a specific word, it shows full loka with its reference)

2.2.1.2. E-index for Sanskrit Dramas25
The work ‘Multimediale Datenbank zum Sanskrit-Schauspiel’ (Multimedia Database to Sanskrit
drama) which mainly focused on word indexing of Bhsa’s (a great Sanskrit dramatist) drama
and also includes Mudrrkasa of Vikhadatta and Abhij%na $kuntalam of Klidsa has
been developed by Indology Department, University of Wuerzburg, Germany. Some snap shots
of this work are presented below:

(Fig-2.4: Main page of Bhsa indexer)

 
25

http://www.indologie.uni-wuerzburg.de/bhasa/index.html (accessed on June 15, 08)
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(Fig-2.5: clicking any one naka among nakacakras, the text comes in hyperlinked format)

(Fig-2.6: clicking any hyperlinked word of a specific Naka, the indexer shows its occurrences in all available
Nakas with hyperlinked mode)

2.2.2. Computational Lexicography
As automatic natural language processing (NLP) moves out of the era of toy pilot projects and
begins to grapple with real-life language in all its complexity, it needs access to quantities of
information about individual lexical items. The only plausible source of such information lies in
machine-readable versions of ordinary published dictionaries; although they are designed for
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other purposes and are far from ideal for computer use, they represent a repository of resources
that the computational linguistics research community is in no position to match.26
Computational lexicography emerged as a separate discipline within computational linguistics
with the appearance of machine-readable dictionaries, starting with the creation of the machinereadable tapes of the Merriam-Webster Seventh Collegiate Dictionary and the Merriam-Webster
New Pocket Dictionary in the 1960s by John Olney et al. at System Development Corporation.
Today, computational lexicography is best known through the creation and applications of
WordNet.27
Computational lexicography has contributed to the understanding of the content and limitations
of print dictionaries for computational purposes. Many computational linguists were dissatisfied
with the print dictionaries as a resource for computational linguistics because they lacked
sufficient syntactic and semantic information for computer programs. The work on
computational lexicography quickly led to efforts in two additional directions. First, the
collaborative activities between computational linguists and lexicographers led to an
understanding of the role that corpora played in creating dictionaries. Most computational
lexicologists moved on to build a large corpora to gather the basic data that lexicographers had
used to create dictionaries. The advent of markup languages led to the creation of tagged corpora
that could be more easily analyzed to create computational linguistic systems. Part-of-speech
tagged corpora and semantically tagged corpora were created in order to test and develop POS
taggers and word semantic disambiguation technology. The second direction was toward the
creation of Lexical Knowledge Bases (LKBs). A Lexical Knowledge Base was deemed to be
what a dictionary should be for computational linguistic purposes, especially for computational
lexical semantic purposes. It was to have the same information as in a print dictionary, but totally
explicated as to the meanings of the words and the appropriate links between senses. Many
began creating the resources they wished dictionaries were, if they had been created for use in
computational analysis. WordNet can be considered to be such a development, as can the newer
efforts at describing syntactic and semantic information such as the FrameNet work of Fillmore.
Outside of computational linguistics, the Ontology work of artificial intelligence can be seen as
an evolutionary effort to build a lexical knowledge base for AI applications.
 

26
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http://www.aclweb.org/anthology-new/J/J90/J90-2004.pdf (accessed on June 16, 08)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_lexicology (accessed on June 16, 08)
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This sub-unit focuses on computational lexicography for Sanskrit Language such as e-lexicon
(koas), e-dictionary (mono, bi, or multilingual).
2.2.2.1. Online Multilingual Amarakoa28
The system is based on Amarakoa, the Sanskrit thesaurus ascribed to Amarasiha (before 6th
CE) has been developed by Dr. Girish Nath Jha and his team at SCSS/JNU. This ongoing
RDBMS based system uses Java-JSP as front-end and SQL server as back-end. The multilingual
(Sanskrit, Hindi, Kannada, Punjabi, Bangla, Oriya, Assamese, Maithili and English languages)
data is stored in Unicode. The system facilitates storing upto 50 synonyms with category, gender,
number information and detailed glosses, with cross-referencing among synonyms, search
capability in the supported Indian languages and ontology display. The snapshots of this work
are presented below:

(Fig-2.7: A user can search his query in three ways; either by selecting from a drop-down box or by clicking a letter
from alphabetical list or by typing directly.)

 
28

The live version can be accessed at- http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp (accessed on July 15, 08)
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(Fig-2.8: the query for “” gives all the references including category, synonyms, ontology and meanings in
existing languages)

(Fig-2.9: clicking on synonyms on previous page gives all possible results which are shown above)

2.2.2.2. Online Macdonell Sanskrit-English Dictionary29
This online dictionary is based on ‘A practical Sanskrit dictionary’ by Arthur Anthony
Macdonell with transliteration, accentuation, and etymological analysis throughout. The system
includes both Devanagari and Roman alphabets. The snapshots of this system are shown below:
 
29

It is available at- http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/macdonell/ (accessed on July 17, 08)
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(Fig-2.10: The user can put his query for both Sanskrit and English words. The input for Sanskrit may include both
Unicode DevanƗgarƯ and ITRANS.)

(Fig-2.11: For example, giving ‘’ as an input, system gives all the occurrences)

2.2.2.3. Cologne Digital Sanskrit Lexicon & Capeller’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary30
The Cologne Digital Sanskrit Lexicon developed at the Institute of Indology and Tamil Studies,
Cologne University, is based on Monier Williams’ Sanskrit-English dictionary and contains
166,434 entries while the online Capeller’s dictionary is based on Capeller’s 1891 SanskritEnglish Dictionary which includes 37,413 entries. In both the digital dictionaries, the English
description contains a translation, and grammatical and other information listed in their
 

30

http://webapps.uni-koeln.de/tamil/ (accessed on July 18, 08)
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respective printed form. One may search it in entirety from both the languages. For the Sanskrit
query, the transliteration is based on the Harvard-Kyoto (HK) convention. The snapshot is given
below:


(Fig-2.12: Main page of the dictionaries which includes two other dictionaries of the Tamil and Pahlavi languages.)

2.2.2.4. Online Monier Williams (MW) Sanskrit-English Dictionary Advanced Search31
This MW dictionary with advanced search options is prepared by the Institute of Indology and
Tamil Studies, Cologne University and contains a total of 196,198 entries. The program does
partial word searches for Sanskrit head words or English words in the MW dictionary. It takes
queries for Sanskrit words in ITRANS, HK and SLP1 and gives output in several schemes. A
snapshot is given here:

(Fig-2.13: Home page of the MW Sanskrit-English Dictionary Advanced Search)

 
31

http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/mwquery/ (accessed on July 18, 08)
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2.2.2.5. Online Apte English-Sanskrit Dictionary32
This program, also built by the Institute of Indology and Tamil Studies, Cologne University
depends on Vaman Shivaram Apte’s English-Sanskrit Dictionary. The output can be seen in
Unicode Devanagri, Roman Unicode, HK, SLP1 and ITRANS. One can also see a scanned copy
of the original dictionary by clicking the page numbers which comes in parenthesis with the
English word. A snapshot of this Apte’s dictionary is shown here:

(Fig-2.14: Home page of Apte’s Dictionary)

2.2.2.6. Online Apte Sanskrit-English Dictionary33
This online dictionary is based on the revised and enlarged edition of Vaman Shivaram Apte’s
(1858-1892) The Practical Sanskrit-English Dictionary. This program, which takes input in
Devanagari and Roman alphabets, is developed by the ‘South Asia Language and Area Center’
at the University of Chicago, Columbia University, and the Triangle South Asia Consortium in
North Carolina under a project entitled ‘Digital Dictionary of South Asia’. The snapshots of this
dictionary are given here:

 
32
33

http://www.sanskrit-lexicon.uni-koeln.de/aequery/index.html (accessed on July 19, 08)
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/apte/ (accessed on July 19, 08)
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(Fig-2.15: Home page of Apte’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary)

(Fig-2.16: Giving ‘’ as an input, the system gives all the occurrences)

2.2.2.7. Spoken Sanskrit Dictionary34
This is a new bilingual online hypertext dictionary for Sanskrit-English and English-Sanskrit,
designed to focus on spoken Sanskrit, which is alive as a common language. This Sanskrit
dictionary is still under construction, and the correction process has not yet been finished.
Obvious errors may be corrected by using the Edit- link to the right of each dictionary entry. The
snapshot can be seen here:

 
34

It can be accessed at- http://spokensanskrit.de/ (accessed on July 20, 08)
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(Fig-2.17: Home page of the Spoken Sanskrit Dictionary)

2.2.2.8. The Sanskrit Heritage Dictionary35
This is an online searchable hypertext Sanskrit-French dictionary with normal search, search
without diacritic marks, and search for inflected forms. The system developed by Gerard Huet
requires Devanagari fonts and open type fonts for Roman transliteration with diacritics. A
snapshot of this system can be seen below:

(Fig-2.18: Web page of Sanskrit-French Dictionary)

 
35

It is available at- http://sanskrit.inria.fr/DICO/index.html (accessed on July 15, 08)
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2.2.2.9. Database query to Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance
This is an electronic version of M. Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance prepared by Marco
Franceschini, under the supervision of Prof. Alessandro Passi, at the University of Bologna
(conversion into the STARLING-format by A. Lubotsky, October 2000, May 2005). A snapshot
of this system can be seen below:

(Fig-2.19: Web page of the Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance)

2.2.2.10. Database query to Lubotsky's Rigvedic Word Concordance
The database access to A Rigvedic word concordance by Alexander Lubotsky (New Haven,
Connecticut: American Oriental Society, 1997) was converted by S. Starostin and A. Lubotsky in
July, 2000. A snapshot of this system can be seen below:

(Fig-2.20: Web page of Lubotsky's Rigvedic Word Concordance)
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2.2.2.11. Database query to Lubotksy's Indo-Aryan inherited lexicon
The database of Indo-Aryan inherited lexicon is based on M. Mayrhofer, Etymologisches
Wörterbuch des Altindoarischen (Heidelberg 1986-1996). A snapshot of this system can be seen
below:

(Fig-2.21: Web page of Lubotksy's Indo-Aryan inherited lexicon)

2.3. Methodology for e-indexing of Mahbhrata (diparva)
2.3.1. Study and ascertain the most authentic text of the MahƗbhƗrata and its
structure
The Mahbhrata was selected for online indexing because it incorporates several branches of
knowledge including philosophy, law, ethics, statecraft, warfare, history, and ethnology etc. So
the text is not only very important but is also very large. Therefore it becomes impossible for
someone to search a specific keyword in it. The indices thus prepared will constitute separate
text in itself due to the size of Mahbhrata and will be of tremendous use to the researchers and
users.
After studying the critical editions of the Mah bh rata, the primary and basic task was to
determine the most appropriate and accepted structure and the text to be used for indexing
purposes. The Mah bh rata has come down to us in two recensions, the northern and the
southern, which are further subdivided into versions according to the scripts in which the text is
written. The northern recensions are available in  rad , Nep l, Maithil, B ngl
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Devan gar scripts. The southern recensions are in Telugu, Grantha and Malay lama scripts.
Among the complete printed editions of Mah bh rata, the following three are considered to be
of importance - the Kolkata, the Bombay and the Kumbhakonam editions. But none of these can
be taken to represent any of the two recensions referred above.
At first, the search for the most authentic work on complete Mahbhrata was carried out and
the Critical Edition of Mahbhrata of Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona was
selected as this work is recognized as the most authentic edition of Mahbhrata and has been
compiled on the basis of comparative study of several different versions.
Traditionally, Mahbhrata is known as “$atashasr! Sahit” containing one lack lokas
which is several times more than books like The Bible and Odyssey. Since it was not possible to
do online indexing of such a vast work at M.Phil. level, it was decided to confine the study to the
first Parva of Mahbhrata known as diparva that contains 19 sub-parvans, 09 khyanas, 225
Adhyyas in 7197 lokas.
The next step was to get the electronic data which was found on the web in the form of a soft
copy of Mahbhrata at the site of Prof. John Smith.36

2.3.2. Sandhi Splitting
Since Sanskrit Sandhi has not yet been completely solved for computing purposes, the sahit
text of &diparva was manually Sandhi-split as it was necessary to store the text in both original
as well as in split forms (anvaya form). As a lexical resource, this was to be the most important
part. As Sanskrit is a nearly word-order free language, and also Mbh. is a huge collection of
laukika Sanskrit words, this corpus can serve to be an e-corpus of Sanskrit which can be used as
a lexical resource in any system for various purposes. The original text will also be important as
an e-corpus of Sanskrit. Here are some examples of split forms of the original lokas in &diparva
of Mahbhrata:


 
http://bombay.indology.info/index.html

(accessed first on May 10, 2006 and last accessed on July 21, 08)
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()*+,


Split form
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   ! " #1/1/1/0/3#
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;

;&2') ; 3 '4 ;#
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; 9&;"<"6 

=  /0  9= &/& ? "6 
*9  
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[Table 2.6: Data of diparva in Sahit and Split form]


Working on Sandhi splitting of the text, sometimes the strict Pinian technique was not applied
for purposes of storage and search. Here are some examples where Sanskrit grammar rules were
not exactly followed:

loka Sahita

? B37

? B
    
- 

loka Pada

 ? 9



 &   38
- 

%? 39
9

;C 40

[Table 2.7: Example of unusual sandhi splitting]

2.3.3. Creation of a Relational Database System for MahƗbhƗrata (diparva)

 
37

“ ? B” is a compound of “ ” and “? B”. Here, “? B” is separated as an independent word while ktv
changes into lyap only in the case of a prefix or compound.
38
Here, “  ” and “&” are used as independent word without suffix which is not acceptable in a sentence.
39
Here, “ ” can be regarded as a usable word (pada) while as an independent word it should be “  ” to retain
its meaning.
40
It is not the case of sandhi here. Neither “ ”; nor “C ” is a substring of “  ” from the view point of Unicode
characters. That is why they are separated.
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Using the RDBMS techniques, the most prominent part and the core of this R&D was to design
and develop a database driven knowledge base according to the structure of the Mah bh rata.
Firstly, systematic tabular formats were created for the structure of Mah bh rata. The
Mah bh rata has parvans, each parvans is further divided into sub-parvans, some sub-parvans
also have &khynas, all these sub-parvans are further divided into adhyyas and these adhyyas
contain lokas. After fixing the structure of Mah bh rata, the actual database design was done at
the MS-SQL Server2005 in Unicode DevanƗgarƯ. Some sample structures follow –

Shloka_Id

Adhyaya_Id

Shloka_Nm

ShlokaSamhita

ShlokaPada

[Table 2.8: Database structure of main table]

The above ‘shloka’table contains &diparva’s loka in the original form and also in the split form.
The original form is for display and the split form is for the purpose of searching so that any
word contained in the loka in the modified form can be searched. The columns Shloka_Id and
Shloka_Nm are different entities here. Shloka_Nm denotes the occurrence of a specific loka in a
particular adhyya which is used for display while Shloka_Id is the unique identification number
of each stanza to distinguish a loka with a Shloka_Nm of one adhyya from the lokas with the
same Shloka_Nm of other adhyyas. Here, Adhyya_Id which relates the lokas to their
respective adhyyas of &diparvan is adjoined to ‘adhyaya’ table for further references.
As the search result, the loka should be given with its detailed reference. If the components of
reference, namely, parva, adhyya, khyna names are given with each loka entry then it will
be repeated and it will encumber the database unnecessarily. This can be avoided by giving it
once and the detail could be recalled through relations. Also it is advantageous to give an ID
number for each parvan, khyna etc. for saving space and a fast processing of the search query.
For the multi-layered structures, the repetition of super-categories could also be avoided by
giving them in a separate table of sub-categories. Thus, only immediate super-categories of the
loka or other data are required to be stored in the table. More tables and their relations make the
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database well structured and processing faster. A smaller number of columns in a table also
ensure a faster search.
Id

UP_Id

Akh_Id

Adh_Nm

[Table 2.9: Database structure of ‘adhyaya’ table]

The ‘adhyaya’ table contains four columns namely, Id, UP_Id, Akh_Id and Adh_Nm. It is a
bridge table between the ‘shloka’ and ‘akhyana/upaparva’ tables because the column Id takes
the information from the column Adhyaya_Id of ‘shloka’ table and passes the information
through the adjoining the columns of UP_Id and Akh_Id to the table ‘upaparva’ and ‘akhyana’
respectively for the next level reference.

Id

Akhyana

[Table 2.10: Database structure of ‘akhyana’ table]

The ‘akhyana’ table defines the &khynas of &diparvan and contains two columns viz. Id and
Akhyana. The column Id shows unique identification number of each khyna of &diparva and
the column Akhyana gives their name in Unicode DevanƗgarƯ for display purposes.

Id

Parva_Id

Upaparva

[Table 2.11: Database structure of main table ‘upaparva’ table]
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This ‘upaparva’ table contains three columns viz. Id, Parva_Id and Upaparva in which Id
column is adjoined with the column UP_Id of ‘adhyaya’ table to take the previous information
for connecting with further information. The Parva_Id column of this table goes to the Id column
of next table i.e., ‘parva’ table for completing the reference of the user’s query.

Id

Parva

[Table 2.12: Database structure of main table ‘parva’ table]

The table ‘parva’ has Id and Parva columns where the column Id is adjoined with Parva_Id of
‘upaparva’ table for giving the last information to complete the reference of user’s query.

2.3.4. Creating Java servlet engine for search
Creating a search engine for Mahbhrata was done using Java-JSP on Apache-Tomcat
platform. Servlets are Java objects used to extend the capabilities of servers that host applications
accessed via a request-response programming model. Although servlets can respond to any type
of request, they are commonly used to extend the applications hosted by Web servers. For such
applications, Java Servlet technology defines HTTP-specific servlet classes.41 Building web
pages on the fly is useful (and commonly done) for a number of reasons. In this case, the indexer
will dynamically create HTML output based on the user queries.

2.3.5. Creating an interactive page for search with display
The front end of the system (GUI) is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in. The main JSP page allows
the user to give input in DevanƗgarƯ UTF-8 format using HTML text box component. Upon
clicking the button labeled “Search” (“D.E”) it hands over the request to Java servlet engine for
querying the database and matching specific key-words in the Database. After matching the key-

 

41

http://java.sun.com/j2ee/tutorial/1_3-fcs/doc/Servlets.html (accessed on July 14, 08)
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word, the output is returned with its references and is displayed to the user in DevanƗgarƯ UTF-8
format.


2.3.6. Primary Information
This system in its online mode will take a string (word, sentence or a partial string of positive
length) of &diparva of Mahbhrata as an input and will give all possible results regarding the
queries of a user as an output. For example, user wants to know about Satyavat! (B ) the
system will search the database. If the search term is found, all its occurrences will be returned in
hyperlinked mode at the first page.

2.3.7. Secondary Information
At the second stage, the users on clicking any one hyperlinked word for further information will
get a complete reference.

2.3.8. Tertiary Information
After getting the referential result the next step would be the cross-linking of words to different
Sanskrit dictionaries (especially to those having Unicode compatibility), like- Online
Multilingual Amarakosha site,42 Spoken Sanskrit dictionary site (by Klaus Glashoff, Germany),43
Online Apte Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 44 Online Macdonell Sanskrit-English Dictionary,45
Sanskrit Wikipedia46 and others. Thus, anyone wanting to know further information on the
searched word can get it by clicking the link. On clicking this word for specific further searches,
the system will take the user to the corresponding sites for further details on the searched word.
For example, if user wants to know the grammatical information about ‘&"2' ’, the system
will first do subanta analysis for grammatical information (at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in) and then
take the user to a specific external dictionary site for lexical information.

 

42

http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/index.jsp
http://spokensanskrit.de/
44
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/apte/
45
http://dsal.uchicago.edu/dictionaries/macdonell/
46
http://sa.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:AllPages/
43
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3.1. The Text of Mahnbhnrata
Determining the text of Mahbhrata (Mbh) has been a problem for manuscriptologists, critics
and historians. The methodology varies, depending upon the discipline and the purpose. The
Mbh, as any other text of ancient Indian tradition, is complex to fix as far as its authoritative
version is concerned. In the words of Sukthankar (diparvan, Fascicule I, 1927)  in the
Mahbhrata manuscript tradition, perhaps as much as in any literary tradition, the textual critic
is faced with a perplexing profusion of versions as well as an amazing mixture of versions.
Diverse elements have been working from the earliest times in favor of the development of
different types, on the one hand; and on the other hand, there were other elements that operated
against the evolution of sharply differentiated types. To understand the phenomenon of this
luxuriant growth and indiscriminate fusion of versions, one must appreciate clearly certain
historical details, certain special factors in the transmission of the Mbh. Notwithstanding the fact
that we know so little that is certain and definite about the early history of the text, it can be
confidently assumed that after its conception, the great epic was for centuries handed down (in
differing forms and sizes) from poet to poet merely by word of mouth. It is moreover extremely
probable that even after the text had been written down, large portions of it, especially such
portions as were popular, continued to be committed to memory, by itinerant raconteurs (story
tellers or narrators) for purposes of recitation. It is further easy to believe that no great care was
lavished on the text by these custodians of the tradition to guard it against partial corruption and
elaboration or against arbitrary emendation and normalization: to reproduce the received text
with any great precision would be neither attempted by these bards nor required of them. It was
inevitable that the versatile oral tradition should in one form or another react on the written
tradition and vice versa. One important and necessary consequence of such antecedents as these
is the impossibility of retracing all extant versions to any fixed and authentic archetype; since
some of the modern editions could not but be descendants of fluctuating oral versions reduced to
writing in some distant past, independently of each other, at different epochs and in different
circumstances. In other words, even in its early phases the Mbh text tradition must have been not
uniform and singular, but multiple and polygenous. To complicate matters further there appears
to have followed a period in which there was a free comparison of manuscripts and extensive
mutual borrowings, operations which in the course of indiscriminate crossing and re-crossing
have completely confused the differentiae and produced a perfect wilderness of hybrid types.
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These are, at least in part, still mere surmises. But the assumption of some such complicated
derangements, beyond the normal vicissitudes of transmission, is necessary, to account for the
strange vagaries of the Mbh manuscript tradition : to explain why in the best manuscripts one
comes across at every step readings that are manifestly inferior and additional lines that are
incontestably spurious : to elucidate how textual alterations, especially interpolations, starting
from the most inconspicuous source of editorial revision, could extend over large areas with
comparative ease and rapidity.
This state of things, if true, would make it impossible to apply to the Mbh the special canons of
textual criticism which are derived from a study of classical (Greek and Latin) texts and which
depend ultimately upon there being a more or less complete concatenation of copies and
exemplars reaching finally back to a single authentic (written) archetype. The conflation of
codices may, moreover, have been carried to such an extreme that we may even have to renounce
all pretensions to disentangle completely, by means of purely objective criteria, their intricate
mutual relationships. Prof. Sukthankar sounds a pessimistic note when he says - It would,
therefore, be well not to ignore entirely the possibility that a wholly satisfactory restoration of the
text to its pristine form (atashasr sahit form) may be a task now beyond the powers of
criticism.
It is by no means easy to answer the question how many manuscripts of the Mbh there are in
existence. There are two factors responsible for this problem; firstly, because, no complete list of
these manuscripts has been compiled; and, secondly, because the expression “Mbh manuscript”,
as generally used, is ambiguous in the extreme; it may apply to a small manuscript of the
Bhagavadgt alone, as well as to a complete manuscript of the Mbh, in several volumes,
containing all the eighteen parvans. Moreover, the parvans are mostly handed down separately,
or in groups of few parvans at a time, at least in the oldest manuscripts now preserved.
Therefore, in taking stock of Mbh manuscripts, it is best to take as unit of measurement a
manuscript of a single parvan.
V.S. Sukthankar in his Prolegomena (Volume I, diparva) states a very approximate
computation, about 235 manuscripts of the diparva, where, he counted only those who come
within knowledge from catalogues of private and public libraries accessible to him. Further he
states about a large number of manuscripts in private hands, of which nobody knows next to
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nothing. The below structured tabular form shows the categorization of the 235 manuscripts of
the diparva:1

Parva

Version

No. of total Mss./ Mss. used by BORI for
compilation of first two adhynyas of
Ðdiparva of the Critical Edition

Devanagari

107/30*

Bengali

32/04

Nepali

05/00

Sharada

03/00

Ðdiparva (Total

Maithili

01/01

235 Mss.)

Nandinagari

01/00

Grantha

31/07

Telugu

28/02

Malyalam

26/04

Kannada

01/00

[Table 3.1: Total number of manuscripts used for compilation of first parvan of critical edition of Mbh.]

Franklin Edgerton has collated 55 manuscripts for critical editing of the Sabhparva. Among
them he utilized 22 manuscripts of Northern recension and 03 from Southern recension. From
the descriptive catalogues, published reports, and the lists of manuscripts available in public
library in India and abroad, as also from a special search instituted in private library, the
existence of more than 125 manuscripts of the Bhmaparva (text only) have been so far
established, about half of them being written in Devangar, about 20 in Bengali, some 15 each
in Grantha and Telugu, over 10 in Malyalam and only one in rad characters. There exist,
besides these 125 manuscripts of the text alone, nearly 40 others manuscripts giving the text of
the parvan together with a Sanskrit commentary: namely Arjuna Mira’s Bhratrthadpik,
some 10 Mss.; Nlakaha’s Bhratabhvadpa, about 30 Mss.; and two manuscripts of an
anonymous commentator. Manuscripts containing commentaries alone on the Bhma are more
 
1
*
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Critical Studies in the Mahbhrata (Volume I), pg. 15.
Among these 30 manuscripts, 07 come from Devanagari transcript of Kashmiri version.
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than 30, there being, besides the 2 commentaries mentioned above, about 10 others, including
Devabodha. This makes a total of about 200 MSS. of the Bhmaparva. Among these
manuscripts, only 60 Mss. have been actually procured and collated to S.K. Belvalkar, editor of
critical edition of Mbh (Bhmaparva). And finally he selected 34 Mss. to constitute the critical
apparatus for Bhmaparva.
The list of some manuscripts which is found in several volumes of BORI’s critical edition of
Mbh and from some other sources like Descriptive catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts (Vol. III)
of Ranbir Sanskrit Research Institute, Jammu2, is given below:

S.No. Recension
1.

2.

Northern
(NorthWestern
group)
”

Version

Place*

Kamr in
rad
characters

India Office Lib,
London.

”

Bombay Govt.
Collection, Poona
(deposited at
BORI)
”

3.

”

4.

”

Kamr in
Devangar
characters
”

5.

”

”

”

6.

”

”

”

7.

”

”

8.

”

”

9.

Northern
(Central
group)

Nepli

”

Oriental Institute
Lib., Baroda
D.A.V.College
Lib., Lahore.
One Private Lib,
Nepal

Accession
No.
3226
(2137)

Remarks, age, Script,
Material, Condition
1783AD, 169 folios, Contains
first parvan, Indian paper.

159 of
187576AD

16th or 17th century, 214
folios, Bhrjapatra, Contains
first three parvans,
Incomplete.
Savat 1795, 181 folios,
Contains first three parvans,
Old Indian paper.
VS 1694, 296 folios, Indian
paper.
aka 1616, 237 folios,
Complete Ms of Mbh
(missing ntiparva) Old
Indian paper. Complete.
386 folios, Partly Old Indian
and partly modern European
paper.
VS 1575, 407 folios, Old
Indian paper.
About 400 years old, 28
folios, Contains up to
1.3.152, Incomplete.
NS
 
di (Sauptika-Aika &ViokaStr On Palm-leaf.

229 of
1895-1902
182 of
1891-96
565 of
1882-83

209 of
1887-91
632
01

-----

 
2
*
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There are 54 Mss. of Mbh listed in the catalogue of the library.
The eighth number and some other manuscripts may be unavailable or destroyed after partitioning of India in 1947.
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10.

”

Maithili

11.

”

Bengali

12.
13.

”
”

”
”

14.
15.

”
”

”
”

16

”

”

17.

”

Devangar

18.

”

19.

Nepal Darbar
Lib., Nepal.
Vishvabharati
Lib.,
Shantiniketan.
”
”

1364
01

258
782

”
University Lib.,
Dacca.
”

413
485

30 of A
1879-80

”

Bombay Govt.
Collection, Poona
(deposited at
BORI)
”

”

”

”

20.

”

”

”

21.

”

”

”

22.

”

”

”

23.

”

”

24.
25.

”
”

”
”

Saraswathi Mahal
Lib., Tanjore.
”
”

26.

”

”

”

1339

27.
28.
29.

”
”
”

”
”
”

”
”
”

1152
1360
1126

ȱ ǅȱŜŞȱǅȱ

735

LS 411 (1528AD), On Palmleaf.
aka 1662, 207 folios, On
Palm-leaf.
82 folios, On Palm-leaf.
aka 1681, 199 folios. On
paper.
164 folios, On Paper.
aka 1708, 366 folios, On old
Indian yellow paper.
19th century, 346 folios, On
old Indian yellow paper.
416 folios, With Commentary
of Arjunamira, Contains
di, Old Indian glossy paper.

468 of
Virmbg
I
234 of
1895-1902

VS 1676, 415 folios, With
Commentary of Arjunamira,
Indian paper.
683 folios, With Commentary
of Nlakaha, Thick Indian
paper.
29 of A
aka 1677, 230 folios,
1879-80
Contains all parvans, creamcolored paper.
191 of
221 folios, Contains di
Virmbg (from 1.1.205 to end of
II
adhyya 2), old Indian glossy
paper.
266 of
1-121 folios (fol. 122-189 are
Virmbg found under No. 86 MS.),
Contains up to end of adhy. 2
II
of di, old Indian unglazed
paper.
1246
448 folios, Paper.
1199
1313

306 folios, Paper.
aka 1623, 366 folios, With
commentary of Ratnagarbha,
Paper.
108 folios, With commentary
of Ratnagarbha, Paper.
VS 1664, 340 folios, Paper.
120 folios, Paper, Incomplete.
235 folios, Paper.
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30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
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”
”
”
”
”
”
”
Southern

”
”
”
”
”
”
”
Telugu

38.

”

”

39.

”

”

40.

”

Grantha

41.

”

”

42.
43.

”
”

”
”

44.
45.

”
”

”
”

46.
47.

”
”

”
Malayalam

48.

”

49.

”
”
”
”
”
”
D.A.V.College
Lib., Lahore.
Yadugiri Yatiraj
Math, Melkote.

1269
1329
1176
1293
1340
1373
04

262 folios, Paper.
196 folios, Paper.
279 folios, Paper.
352 folios, Paper.
290 folios, Paper.
21 folios, Paper.
VS 1858, 246 folios, Paper.

----

Saraswathi Mahal
Lib., Tanjore.
”

11865

267 folios, Contains
   parva, Palmleaf.
400 folios, Contains di
(Incomplete), Palm-leaf.
164 folios, Contains first five
parvans, Palm-leaf.
110 folios, Palm-leaf.

11809

Yadugiri Yatiraj
Math, Melkote.
”

-------

”
Saraswathi Mahal
Lib., Tanjore.
”
”

---11823

11860
----

”

”
Private Lib. of
Chief of Idapalli,
Cochin.
State Lib., Cochin.

”

”

”

50.

”

”

51.

”

”

52.

”

”

53.

”

”

Private Lib. of
Kallenkara
Pisharam, Cochin.
Paliyam MSS
Lib., Cochin.
Private Lib. of
Nareri Mana,
Malabar.
Private Lib. of
Avaapparambu

ȱ ǅȱŜşȱǅȱ

11838
11851

05

01
----

----

202 folios, Contains first four
parvans, Palm-leaf.
217 folios, Palm-leaf.
316 folios, Palm-leaf.
477 folios, Palm-leaf.
320 folios, Contains di &
Sabh (up to adhyya 1-38),
Palm-leaf.
324 folios, Palm-leaf.
79 folios, Palm-leaf,
Incomplete (ending with
adhy. 53).
122 folios, Palm-leaf,
Incomplete (ending with
adhy. 53).
Kollam 1013 (1838AD), 166
folios, Palm-leaf.
57 folios, Palm-leaf,
Incomplete (ending with
adhy. 53).
245 folios, Palm-leaf.

----

163 folios, Palm-leaf,
Incomplete.

----

170 folios, Palm-leaf.
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54.
55.

56.



Northern
(NorthWestern
group)
”

”

”

”
Kamr in
Devangar
characters

57.

”

”

58.

”

”

Adyar Library.
Nepal Darbar
Lib., Nepal.

University Lib.,
Dacca.
”

59.

ȱ

”

Mana, Cochin.
Poomulli Mana
Lib., Malabar.
Bombay Govt.
Collection, Poona
(deposited at
BORI)
”

Northern
(Central
group)

60.

”

Nepl in
Nevr
characters
Maithili

61.

”

Bengali

62.

”

”

63.

”

”

64.

”

”

65.

”

”

66.

”

”

67.

”

Devangar

68.

”

”

Bombay Govt.
Collection, Poona
(deposited at
BORI)
”

69.

”

”

”

”

”
Sahitya Parishad
Lib., Calcutta.
Vishvabharati
Lib.,
Shantiniketan
”

ȱ ǅȱŝŖȱǅȱ

297
56 of
1882-83

Kollam 1017 (1842AD), 183
folios, Palm-leaf.
99 folios, Contains
Sabh !" ##"$ %&#!""'

aka 1675-80 (1753-58AD),
Contains full Mbh (Sabh on
78 folios), some parvans have
Nlakatha’s commentary,
paper, Complete.
192 of
74 folios, Contains Sabh
Virmbg alone, paper, complete.
II
XXXV B
VS 1880, 73 folios, Contains
131
Sabh alone, paper, complete.
I-1635
About 560 years old, 93
folios (last leaf missing), palfleaves.
I-1559
LS 335 (1452AD), 192 folios,
palm-leaves, complete.
971
aka 1680 (1758AD), 145
folios.
1093
aka 1770 (1848AD), 165
folios (one 85th missing),
palm-leaves.
592
aka 1662 (1740 AD), 128
folios
76
aka 1690 (1678AD), 102
folios, paper.
65
aka 1691 (1769AD), 151
folios, palm-leaf, wormeaten.
273
Undated, 76 folios, palmleaves.
167 of
115 folios, contains Sabh
1884-87
alone with commentary of
Devabodha, paper, complete.
29 0f
1879-80

74 of
1902-07

210 of
1887-91

VS 1821, 115 folios, contains
Sabh alone with
commentary of Devabodha,
paper, complete.
A composite Mss, in two
parts; written on different
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70.

”

”

”

71.

”

”

”

72.

”

”

”

73.

”

”

74.



Grantha

75.

”

”

76.

”

”

77.

”

78.

ȱ

Southern

Northern
(NorthWestern
group)

Malyalam
Kamr in
rad
characters

Oriental Institute
Lib., Baroda.
State Library,
Pudukkottai.

Saraswathi Mahal
Lib., Tanjore.
”

Poomulli Mana
Lib., Malabar.
Royal Asiatic
Society of Bangal,
Calcutta.

paper by different scribes.
Part-I has 52 and II has 34
folios, Contains Sabh alone,
paper, complete.
469 of
aka 1747 (1825AD), 84
Virmbg folios, Contains Sabh alone,
I
complete.
510 of
VS 16 (?), 93 folios, Contains
Virmbg Sabh alone, paper (it is
I
yellow and seems quite old),
complete.
511 of
172 folios, Contains Sabh
Virmbg alone with commentary of
I
Nlakaha, paper, complete.
827
VS 1628, 114 folios (1st is
missing), paper.
319
Date 6th day of
Jye  ( ))  254
folios, % di, Sabh,
Sauptika, Mausala,
Mahprasthnika and
Svargrohaa parva, palmleaf.
11824
148 folios, palm-leaf, seems
very old but undated.
11839
Seems very old but undated,
contains Sabh (from adhy.
39 to last) and
rayakaparvan, palm-leaf.
298
194 folios, palm-leaf.
3312
(4065)

79.

”

Kamr in
Devangar
characters

The Bhrata
Itihsa
Saodhaka
Ma*ala, Poona.

207

80.

”

”

India Office Lib,
London.

3226

81.

”

”

BORI’s Mbh
collection, Poona.

246

ȱ ǅȱŝŗȱǅȱ

Laukika Savat 85
(1739AD), 112 folios,
Contains Bhma, rayaka,
Vira and Karaparvans, Old
Kashmirian paper.
aka 1690 (1768AD), 227
folios, Contains full Mbh
(except Vira, Anusana
and Avamsdhika),old
country paper.
VS 1839 (1783AD), 122
folios, Contains di, Vira,
nti (Dnadharma portion
only), Bhma, Complete.
aka 1693 (1771AD), 146
folios, contains full Mbh
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82.

”

”

83.

”

Kamr in
Bengali
transcript
Bengali

84.

85.



”

23

Vishvabharati
Lib.,
Shantiniketan
”

780

86.

”

”

87.

”

”

88.

”

Devangar

89.

”

”

Bombay Govt.
Collection, Poona
(deposited at
BORI)
”

90.

”

”

”

91.

”

”

”

92.

”

”

”

93.

”

”

94.

ȱ

Northern
(Central
group)
”

Kamat collection
of BORI, Poona.
University Lib.,
Dacca.

Southern

95.

”

96.

”

97.

”

Telugu
”
Grantha
”

”
University Lib.,
Dacca.

Oriental Institute
Lib., Baroda.

Saraswathi Mahal
Lib., Tanjore.
D.A.V.College
Lib., Lahore.
”
BORI’s Mbh
collection, Poona.

ȱ ǅȱŝŘȱǅȱ

669

(missing Avamedhika),
tough country paper,
Complete.
Savat 1742 (1686AD), 288
folios.
aka 1675 (1753AD), 157
folios, palm-leaf, complete.
Undated, 248 folios,
complete.

+ 1683 (1761AD), I-223
folios, Contains
Bhmaparvan, Complete.
07
Undated (seems old), 270
folios, worm-eaten, complete.
2789
aka 1671 (1749AD), I-240
folios, Contains
Bhmaparvan, paper,
Complete.
482 of
Undated but seems 300 years
Virmbg old, 285 folios, with
I
commentary of Arjuna Mira.
Country paper.
483 of
Undated, 336 folios, with
Virmbg commentary of Nlakaha,
I
Country paper.
481 of
VS 1729 (1672AD), 187
Virmbg folios out of which 35 are
missing, Indian paper.
I
61 of
Undated, 246 folios, rough
1882-83
country paper.
213 of
aka 1606 (1684AD), 240
1887-91
folios, old country paper.
10801
VS 1753 (1697AD), contains
Bhma and ramavsina,
among total 33 folios comes
for Bhagavadgt.
11810
Contains 6-11 parvan, palmleaf.
3945
Undated, Contains Bhma,
Droa and Kara, Palm-leaf.
3764
Contains first seven parvan,
palm-leaf.
267 B
260 folios, Contains Udyoga
and Bhma.
467
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98.

”

”

State Library,
Pudukottai.

260

99.

”

”

11842

100.

”

Saraswathi Mahal
Lib., Tanjore.
Chennamaigalam,
Cochin.

101.

”

”

102.

”

”

103.

”

”

104.

ȱ


Northern

Malyalam

Devangar

Ponnokottu Mana
Lib., Travancore,
Alwaye.
Nareri Mana Lib,
Malabar.
Bombay Govt.
Collection, Poona
(deposited at
BORI)
Ranbir Sanskrit
Research Institute,
Jammu.

928

----

504
62 of
1924-26.

3712

105.

”

”

”

3837

106.

”

”

”

3732

107.

”

”

”

3844

108.

”

”

”

3716

109.

”

”

”

3947

110.

”

”

”

3950

111.

”

”

”

3845

112.

”

”

”

3838

113.

”

”

”

3730

ȱ ǅȱŝřȱǅȱ

270 folios, contains Udyoga,
Bhma & Droa, palm-leaf,
completed.
282 folios, Contains Bhma
only, palm-leaf.
Kollam 1028 (1853AD), 299
folios, Contains Bhma &
Udyoga.
200 folios, palm-leaf,
complete.
172 folios, Contains Bhma
only, palm-leaf, complete.
254 folios, contains bhma
only, palm-leaf.

Undated but not very old, 05
leaves, contains diparva
with commentary of
Nlakaha.
Undated but fairly old, 381
leaves, contains diparva
with commentary of
Nlakaha.
Undated, 499 leaves,
contains ramavsikaparva
with commentary of
Nlakaha.
Undated, 44 leaves, contains
Avamedhikaparva with
commentary of Nlakaha.
243 leaves, contains
Udyogaparva with
commentary of Nlakaha.
88 leaves, contains
Karaparva with commentary
of Nlakaha.
8 leaves, contains
Droaparva.
158 leaves, contains
Bhmaparva.
133 leaves, contains
Mahprasthnika with
commentary of Nlakaha.
12 leaves, contains
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114.

”

”

”

3714

115.

”

”

”

3715

116.

”

”

”

3722

117.

”

”

”

3723

118.

”

”

”

3979

119.

”

”

”

518 ka

120.

”

”

”

3725

121.

”

”

”

3731

121.

”

”

”

3961

Mausalaparva.
524 leaves, contains
Vanaparva.
114 leaves, contains
Viraparva.
26 leaves, contains
Sauptikaparva.
23 leaves, contains
Strparvan.
400 leaves, contains
Dnadharma of ntiparvan.
212 leaves, contains
Rjadharma of ntiparvan.
64 leaves
contains paddharma of
ntiparvan with commentary
of Nlakaha.
9 leaves, contains
Svargrohaa.
135 leaves, contains
Viraparvan, slightly motheaten.

[Table 3.2: The list of Mbh. manuscripts found in the volumes of critical edition of BORI and some other libraries]

3.2. Mahnbhnrata according to BORI
3.2.1. BORI and the MahnEKnUDWD
The BORI was founded in 1915. The first verse of the Mbh was written by Sir R. G. Bhandarkar
on 1st April 1919 while inaugurating the work of the Institute on the critical edition of Mbh. On
4th August 1925 V. S. Sukthankar took charge of this work as its General Editor and reorganized
it on a sound basis. For the subsequent 17 years he worked on it bringing honor to himself and to
the Institute. On 5th January 1943, after completion of first volume of critical edition of Mbh,
Sukthankar gave his statement before the delegates for the Silver Jubilee celebrations in the Tata
Hall of the Institute that “The part of the Epic critically dealt with so far is, I imagine, in bulk
about four times as great as the Greek Epics, Iliad and Odyssey put together and one and half
times as our Rmyaa. Amid the deepest strands that are woven in the thread of our civilization
there is more than one that is drawn originally from Bhratavara and from Sanskrit literature
and well in the centre of this vast mass of literature, there stands this deathless traditional book of
divine inspiration, unapproachable and far removed from possibilities of human constitution.”
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Side by side with his text-critical work on the Mbh, Sukthankar kept on studying its content and
meaning and for that purpose studied many books on Philosophy and Religion. The valuable and
scholarly contents of the volumes of BORI’s Mbh speak for themselves and will continue to
speak with greater resonance as years pass by.
The work to prepare and publish a critical edition of Mbh which started in 1919 by BORI, was
completed in 1966 as an enormous literary project containing 19 volumes on 15,000+ demi
quarto pages, and this historic event was formally announced by the then President Dr. S.
Radhakrishnan at a special function held at Mahbhrata Institute on September 22, 1966.
Subsequently, the Institute also prepared and published a critical edition of the Harivaa (2
volumes containing 1,711 pages).3

3.2.2. Structure of Mahnbhnrata
According to the nineteen voluminous parts of BORI’s critical edition, the Mbh, the greatest epic
of the world, contains 18 parvans i.e., di, Sabh, rayaka, Vira, Udyoga, Bhma, Droa,
Kara,

alya, Sauptika, Str

nti, Anusana, Avamedhika, ramavsika, Mausala,

Mahprasthnika and Svargrohaaparva. It contains an appendix (khilaparva) called
Harivaa which has 16,375 verses.4 All these 18 parvans and one additional Harivaa
contains 100 sub-parvans. Excluding the Khilaparva, there are 1995 adhyyas and 73,817 (This
number is determined after calculating lokas of the all parvans of Mbh. The basis for this
calculation is the downloaded soft copy of 18 parvans which is taken from the webpage of Prof.
John Smith.5 However, the BORI’s6 webpage declares the number of lokas are 89000+) stanzas
(lokas) although it is called ‘ atashasr Sa ’ traditionally. There are many khynas exist
in the Mbh, although the accurate number of khynas could not be determined in spite of an
extensive effort.

 
3

http://www.virtualpune.com/html/channel/edu/institutes/html/bhandark.shtml (accessed on July 05, 08)
http://www.experiencefestival.com/a/Mahabharata_-_The_Mahabharata_the_epic_story/id/1740155 (accessed on
July 05, 08)
http://bombay.indology.info/index.html (accessed on July 04, 08)
6
http://www.bori.ac.in/mahabharata.htm (accessed on July 05, 08)
4
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3.2.2.1. ÐDIPARVA
It is the introductory parva of Mbh which describes the genealogy of the two families, the birth
and nurture of Dhtarra and Pu, their marriages, the births of the hundred sons of the
former and the five of the latter, the enmity and rivalry between the young princes of the two
branches, and the winning of Draupad at the swayavara. According to BORI’s critical edition
of Mbh, diparva has 19 sub-parvans, 09 khynas, 225 adhyyas and 7197 lokas.

3.2.2.2. SABHÐPARVA
The second Sabhparvan relates some of the most seminal events of the epic, culminating in the
famous game of dice between the Pavas and the Kauravas. The Pavas, happily settled in
Indraprastha, enjoy one glorious success after another. Yuddhihira, after erecting the most
magnificent hall on earth, decides to perform the Royal Consecration Sacrifice, which will raise
his status to that of the world’s greatest sovereign. His brothers travel far and wide and conquer
all known kingdoms; the existing world sovereign is vanquished. Yet just when the Pavas are
beginning to seem invincible, Yuddhihira mysteriously gambles everything away in a fateful
game of dice to his cousin Duryodhana. The story is but a fraction of the infinite expanse of the
Mbh, yet a pivotal one; the various changes in fortune set the scene for further conflict between
the cousins. The grand narrative, rich in lingering, extravagant description, is a monument to the
splendor of ancient India. 7
According to BORI, the present structure of Sabhparva is divided into 09 sub-parvans, 72
adhyyas, 2390 lokas with no khynas. The first sub-parvan of Sabh i.e., Sabhvarana
contains 11 adhyyas from the beginning. The second Mantra (also called Rjasyamantra)
includes the 12th to the 17th adhyyas. Jarsadhavadhaparva, the third sub-parvan contains 18th
to 22nd adhyyas. The fourth Digvijayaparva contains the 23rd to the 29th, fifth Rjasyikaparva
(also called Rjasya) includes the 30th to the 32nd, sixth sub-parvan Arghbhiharaa (also
called Arghybhiharaa) contains the 33rd to the 36th, seventh iuplavadha contains the 37th to
the 42nd, Dytaparva, the eighth sub-parvan contains the 43rd to the 65th adhyyas and the last
ninth Anudytaparva contains the remaining 66th to the 72nd adhyyas. The Sabh which
contains 2390 stanzas in BORI’s edition generally is written in Anusubh chandas (in 2238
 
7

http://www.claysanskritlibrary.org (accessed on July 10, 08)
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lokas) but in some places it is written in Triubh-Jagat (in 151 lokas) and Halamukh (only
one) chandas also.
3.2.2.3. ÐRAÑYAKAPARVA
The rayakaparva (also known as Vanaparva, Arayaparva) covers the twelve years of the
Pavas’ exile in the forest, a penalty imposed upon them by the Kuravas because they had
lost a rigged dicing match. A number of colorful stories is told to relieve the tedium of life in
rayaka. This parva consists: ‘The Story of Rama’, ‘The Glorification of the Faithful Wife
(Svitr’s story)’, ‘The love story of Nala-Damayant ’, ‘The story of yaga (the horned boy
and i)’, ‘The Robbing of the Earrings’ and ‘About the Drilling Sticks’. From a hero
overcoming great odds, to a virtuous wife who rescues her family, and Indra tricking Kara, and
Yuddhihira’s victory in the verbal contest with the tree spirit, these disparate stories speak to
common human concerns across cultures and centuries.8
The present structure shows that rayakaparva contains 16 sub-parvans in itself viz. ranyaka
(first

11

adhyyas),

Kirmravadha

(12th

adhyya),

Kairta

(13-42

adhyyas),

Indralokbhigamana (43-79 adhyyas), Trthaytr (80-153 adhyyas), Jasuravadha (154th
adhyya),

Yakayuddha

(155-172

adhyyas),

jagara

(173-178

adhyyas),

Mrkaeyasamasy (179-221 adhyyas), Draupad-Satyabhmasavda (222-224 adhyyas),
Ghoaytr (225-243 adhyyas), Mgasvapnabhaya (244th adhyya), Vrhdrauika (245-247
adhyyas), Draupadharaa (248-283 adhyyas), Kualharaa (284-294 adhyyas) and
raeyaparva (295-299 adhyyas). The total is 299 adhyyas and 10,338 lokas.

3.2.2.4. VIRÐË$PARVA
It is the fourth parva of the Mbh and details the Pavas’ 13th year in exile, when they live
disguised in King Vira’s court. The Pavas suffer the humiliation of becoming servants; a
topic explored both through comedy and pathos. They manage to maintain their disguise until the
very end of the year, when their troubles truly begin. Bhma is forced to come to Draupad’s
rescue when King Vira’s general, Kcaka, sets his sights on her. Later, taking advantage of his
demise, Duryodhana and the Trigartas decide to invade Vira’s kingdom, unaware the
 
8
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Pavas are hidden there. In the ensuing battles the Pavas play a crucial role and, after
saving Vira, reveal their true identities to him. The parva ends on a note of celebration, with
the Pavas ready to return from exile and reclaim their kingdom. However, the Vira’s
battles foreshadow the war to come, proving that it will not be easy.9
This parva contains

four

sub-parvans viz.

Vaira,

Kcakavadha,

Gograhaa

and

Vaivhikaparva. Further it is separated into 67 adhyyas and 1824 lokas.

3.2.2.5. UDYOGAPARVA
The Udyogaparva begins with the completion of the thirteen year exile by the Pavas.
Duryodhana claims that they did not manage to live unknown for the full thirteenth year, since
Arjuna was recognized in the battle at the end of the Viraparva. This parva sees the Pavas
and Kurus gathering arms for the coming war and making preparations to fight. However, at the
same time Lord Ka goes to Hastinpura as a messenger of peace but Duryodhana, the Kuru
king, has no intention of negotiating. Both sides are well aware that war is the only outcome, and
so this parva contains a great deal of discussion about Dharma, which in the context of the
looming war, seems well-placed. Most characters are concerned that war between family cannot
fail to be sinful. While there are many lokas advice about caste duties and other general rules,
this parva also contains the Sanat-sujtya, a philosophical passage to rival the Bhagavadgt.
While not as famous, it contains a similar message, and appears to be a product of the same time
and thinking. Sanat-sujt teaches the Vedantic philosophy of seeking Brahman, the ultimate
creative power, by truly understanding that one's soul and Brahman are one, and understanding
that the universe as we know it is only illusion.10
It contains 11 sub-parvans (Udyoga, Sajayayna, Prajgara, Sanatsujt, Ynasadhi,
Bhagavadyna, Vivda, Nirya, Rathtirathasakhy, Ulkadtgamana and Ambopkhyna)
which are further divided into 197 adhyyas. The total number of lokas in this parvan is 6063.

3.2.2.6. BHÉ¿MAPARVA
The Bhmaparva is the first of the six war-books (parvans) of the epic, recording the events of
the first ten out the eighteen days of the great Mbh war, under the leadership if Bhma. The
 
9

http://www.claysanskritlibrary.org (accessed on July 09, 08)
http://www.claysanskritlibrary.org (accessed on July 11, 08)
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happenings of several fighting, first day comes between 16th to 45th adhyyas, second from 46th
to 51st adhyyas, third from 52nd to 55th, fourth from 56th to 64th, fifth from 65th to 70th, seventh
from 76th to 82nd, eighth from 83rd to 94th, ninth from 95th to 103rd and the great battle of tenth
day exists from 104th to the last chapter i.e., 117th adhyyas. The Bhmaparva contains five subparvans

(Bhmbhiecana,

Jambukhaanirma,

Bhmi,

Bhagavadgt

and

Bhmavadhaparva), 117 adhyyas and total 5406 lokas.
The most respected rmadbhagavadgt comes here between 23rd to 40th adhyyas. In this
‘Bible’ of Indian civilization the charioteer Ka empowers his disciple Arjuna to resolve his
personal dilemma: whether to follow his righteous duty as a warrior and slay his opponent
relatives in the just battle, or to abstain from fighting and renounce the warrior code to which he
is born.

3.2.2.7. DROÑAPARVA
After Bhma is arrowed down by the Arjuna at the end of previous parva, Duryodhana selects
Droa as leader of his forces. Droa accepts the honor with Bhma’s blessing. The fighting
rages on, with heavy losses on both sides. Furious and frustrated, Duryodhana accuses Droa of
collaborating with the enemy, but he replies that as long as Arjuna is on the field, the Pavas
will remain unbeatable. When Arjuna is finally diverted from the main action of the battle,
Yudhihira entrust Arjuna’s son Abhimanyu with the task of making a breach in the Kaurava
formation. Abhimanyu rampages through Droa’s army, but at last is cornered by several
Kaurava warriors and finally killed by Jayadratha. Returning at night to the Pava camp,
Yudhihira is racked with guilt and appalled by what he has to tell his brother. Vysa arrives in
the Pava camp and tries to alleviate the king’s sorrow.
The

Droaparva

Abhimanyuvadha,

contains
Pratij,

eight

sub-parvans

Jayadrathavadha,

(Drobhieka,

Ghaotkacavadha,

Saaptakavadha,
Droavadha

and

Naryastramokaparva) in 173 adhyyas. The total number of loka in this parva is 8192.

3.2.2.8. KARÑAPARVA
The Karaparva relates the events of the two dramatic days after the defeat of the great warriors
and generals Bhma and Droa, in which Kara, great hero and the eldest Pava, leads the
Kaurava army into combat. This parva depicts mighty battles in gory detail, sets the scene for
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Kara’s tragic death, and includes a remarkable verbal duel between Kara and his reluctant
charioteer alya, the king of the Madra, as they hurl abuse at each other before entering the fray.
This parva contains only sub-parvan viz. Karaparva. Further it is divided into 69 adhyyas
which contains 3871 lokas.
3.2.2.9. ÌALYAPARVA
The alyaparva, ninth parva of Mbh portrays the last day of the great battle between the
Kauravas and the Pavas, recounting in gory detail the final destruction of King Duryodhana
and his army. This parva focuses on alya’s short-lived role as general of Duryodhana’s army.
Martial speeches, heroic duels, and bloody massacres abound on the battlefield, until finally
alya is killed by king Yudhihira. At alya’s death, king Duryodhana flees and takes refuge in
a lake. Duryodhana, the heroic but flawed king of the Kauravas, meets his end when he is
dishonorably defeated in battle by his arch enemy, Bhma. Framing a fascinating account of the
sacred sites along the river Sarasvat, the duel poignantly portrays the downfall of a once great
hero in the face of a new order governed by Ka, in which the warrior code is brushed aside in
order to ensure the predestined triumph of the Pavas.
This parva contains four sub-parvans viz.

alya, Hradapravea, Gadyuddha and

Srasvataparva and there are 3315 lokas in 64 adhyyas.

3.2.2.10. SAUPTIKAPARVA
It describes the slaying by Avatthm of the children of Panavas, while they were sleeping. In
this parvan there are three sub-parvans (Sauptika, Aika and Jalapradnikaparva) in adhyyas.
The total number of lokas is 772.

3.2.2.11. STRÉPARVA
The Strparva shows the lament of Gndhr and other women after the demise of Duryodhana
and other Kauravas in the great war of Mbh' This parva contains five sub-parvan (Str, rddha,
Abhiecanika, Crvkanigraha and Ghapravibhgaparva) in 27 adyyas. The total number of
lokas in Strparva is 730.
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3.2.2.12. ÌÐNTIPARVA
The ntiparva presented as the teachings of Bhma as he lays dying on the battlefield, after the
epic war between the Pavas and Kauravas. After the ending of great battle Pavas go to
meet Bhma, the then Bhma teaches Pavas about their Rjadharma, paddharma and
Mokadharma. This parva shows that the freedom enjoyed by these ancient thinkers was not an
end in itself. The record of philosophers seeking liberation (moka) from a world they believed
unsatisfactory can be found in this parva.
This voluminous twelfth parva of Mbh contains three parvan (Rjadharma, paddharma and
Mokadharmaparva) in 353 adhyyas and includes a total of 12,902 lokas.

3.2.2.13. ANUÌÐSANAPARVA
The Anusanaparva has accounts of the stories relating to morals and righteousness of Bhma.
This parva also popular for Viusahasranma, 11 the most famous hymn to Viu, which
describes his 1000 names and for the ivasahasranma Stotra,12 wherein iva is eulogized by
Ka.
Anusanika and Bhmasvargrohaaparva are the two sub-parvan of this thirteenth parva of
Mbh, which is further classified in 154 adhyyas and a sum of 6439 lokas.

3.2.2.14. AÌVAMEDHIKAPARVA
The Avamedhikaparvan covers the royal ceremony or Avamedha conducted by Yudhisthira. In
this parvan, there are two sub-parvans viz. Avamedhika and Anugt which are again subdivided into 96 adhyys and a total of 2743 lokas.
3.2.2.15. ÐÌRAMAVÐSIKAPARVA
The ramavsikaparva starts with returning of Vidura to Hastinpura after some thirty-six
years of great battle of Kuruketra. When Vidura returned to his Hastinpura, all the inhabitants
hurried to see him in great delight. It so appeared that they had regained their consciousness after
a long period. They all offered their obeisance and welcomed each other with embraces. Due to
anxieties and long separation, they all cried out of affection. King Yudhihira then arranged to
 
11
12
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offer sitting accommodations and a reception. After some days Vidura convinced Dhtarra to
break the strong network of family affection and leave home to set out on the path of liberation.
Finally, Dhtarra left Hastinpura in the middle of the night unnoticed by anyone. Gndhr
Kunt    followed him, seeing that he was going to the southern side of Himalaya
Mountains. On the bank of Saptasrota, where the sacred Ganges were divided into seven
branches, they engaged in rituals to get Moka and after some time got their eventual death.13
This fifteenth canto of the great epic contains three sub-parvan viz. ramavsa, Putradarana
and Nradgamanaparva in 47 adhyyas. The total numbers of the lokas are 1062.

3.2.2.16. MAUSALAPARVA
The Mausalaparva shows the infighting between the Ydavas with maces. After the battle of
Kuruketra, Gndhr had cursed the Yadu dynasty to be destroyed by fratricide. She did this
because she considered Lord Ka to be the cause of her sons' death. This parvan contains only
one sub-parvan (Mausalparvan) which is divided into 09 adhyyas and contains a sum of 273
lokas.

3.2.2.17. MAHÐPRASTHÐNIKAPARVA
The Mahprasthnikaparva covers the first part of the path to death of Yudhisthira, his brothers
and

their wife Draupad. This has only one sub-parvan which is further divided into 03

adhyyas and a sum of 106 lokas.

3.2.2.18. SVARGÐROHAÑAPARVA
The eighteenth and the last parvan of the Mbh covers Pavas’ return to the spiritual world.
This contains only one sub-parvan in 05 adhyyas. The total number of lokas are 194.

3.2.2.19. HARIVAªÌA
The Harivamsaparva, which is an appendix (Khilaparva) of Mbh, focuses specifically on the life
and genealogy of Lord Ka. The two sub-parvan (Harivaa and Bhaviyatparva) of this
appendix contains 16,375 verses.
 
13

http://nitaaiveda.com/All_Scriptures_By_Acharyas/Historical_Works/Mahabharata/Ashramvasika_Parva.htm
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It is not clear when this kind of division into parvans took place. The parvans are of different
length and there is no uniformity regarding their size. The shortest is Mahprasthnikaparva
containing only 106 stanzas, whereas the longest is ntiparva. The combination of ntiparva
and Anusanaparva yields 21,000 stanzas. An overview of structure of Mbh is given below:

MaKnEKnUDWD
According to the BORI’s critical edition
Parvan

Sub-parvan

Ðkhynna∗

Adhynya

diparva

19

09

225

07197

Sabhparva

09

---

072

02390

rayakaparva

16

---

299

10338

Viraparva

04

---

067

01824

Udyogaparva

11

---

197

06063

Bhmaparva

05

---

117

05406

Droaparva

08

---

173

08192

Karaparva

01

---

069

03871

alyaparva

04

---

064

03315

Sauptikaparva

03

---

018

00772

Strparva

05

---

027

00730

ntiparva

03

---

353

12902

Anusanaparva

02

---

154

06439

Avamedhikaparva

02

---

096

02743

ramavsikaparva

03

---

047

01062

Mausalaparva

01

---

009

00273

Mahprasthnikaparva

01

---

003

00106

Svargarohanaparva

01

---

005

00194

Total (in 18 parvans)

98

1995

73,817

 
∗

The accurate number of khynas could not be determined in spite of an extensive effort.
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Harivaa (Khilaparva)

02

---

----

16,375

Total (including Khila)

100

---

1995

90,192

[Table 3.3: Structure of Mbh. according to BORI’s critical edition]

3.3. Ɩdiparva of Mahnbhnrata
3.3.1. Introduction to Ɩdiparva of Mahnbhnrata
The diparva, first canto of the great epic Mbh, has been divided into 19 sub-parvans in which
the first AnukramaØparva gives summary of the Mbh and also shows Dhtarra’s lament of
‘no hope of success’. The second Parvasa¹grahaparva gives overview of chapters and contents
of the epic. The third sub-parvan known as Pauyaparva narrates the glories of Uttaka, and the
fourth Paulomaparva fully describes the expansion of the Bhgu dynasty. Fifth, the
Ðstikaparvan explains the origin of all snakes and of the great Garua; the churning of the milk
ocean; the birth of the celestial steed Uccairav; tales of the great Bharata kings related at
Janamejaya's snake sacrifice; and the origin of various kings and sages and of the great sage
Vysa. The parvan entitled Descent of the First Created Beings describes the origin of demigods,
Daityas, Dnavas, and Yakas. This parvan also tells the origin of Nga serpents, snakes,
Gandharvas, birds, and various other creatures. The sixth Ðdiva¹nvataraØaparva narrates the
story of the Vasus that how these great souls were forced to take birth from the womb of goddess
Gag in the house of King ntanu and how they regained their position in heaven. All the
Vasus invested a portion of their potency in a single Vasu, and that one took birth as Bhma,
who later renounced his father's kingdom, taking the difficult vow of celibacy, which he kept
with great determination. Bhma's younger step-brother Citrgada assumed the Kuru throne
under Bhma's guidance, but when the young monarch was killed, Bhma installed Citr,gada's
younger brother Vicitravrya as king and took care of him. Next of the previous sub-parvan, the
seventh Sa¹bhavaparva tells how Vysa, to keep his promise to his mother, begot Dhtarra,
Pu, and Vidura, who was actually Dharma, lord of justice, forced to take birth as a human
being by the curse of the sage Mavya. The eighth Jatughadnhaparvan described are the
births of P*u's sons, their journey to Vravarta, the wicked plotting of their cousin
Duryodhana to kill them, and their effort to escape, based on Vidura's wise counsel, through a
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secret underground tunnel. The ninth Hiimbavadhaparva narrates the meeting of the Pavas
with Hiimba in the frightful forest; the birth of Ghaotkaca from that forest encounter; the tenth
Bakavadhaparva describes the Pava's activities while living in disguise in the house of a
Brhmaa; and the slaying of the monstrous Baka, which amazed the Brhmaa and all the
inhabitants of his city. The eleventh Caitrarathaparva described the births of lovely Draupad
and her fiery twin brother, Dhadyumna. Hearing about Draupad from a Brhmaa and
encouraged as well by the words of Vysa, the Pavas decided to win Draupad 's hand in
marriage. They eagerly set out for the kingdom of Pncla, which was ruled by Draupad's
father, to compete at her svayavara ceremony, where she was to choose her husband. On the
way, Arjuna defeated the Gandharva king Agrapara on the banks of the Ganges. Having
formed a lasting friendship with him, and having heard many stories from him, Arjuna then
traveled on with all his brothers towards the kingdom of the Pclas. Narrated in this section
are

the

excellent

stories

of

Tpatya,

Vaiha,

and

Aurva.

The

twelfth

Draupadsvaya¹varaparva narrates the happenings in the city of Pncla, where Arjuna alone
among all the kings of the earth could pierce an exceptionally difficult target with his arrow, thus
winning Draupad's hand. The losing kings, headed by Kara and alya, were furious, but Bhma
and Arjuna defeated them in a great battle. Seeing the unfathomable, superhuman prowess of
Bhma and Arjuna, Lord Ka and His elder brother, Balarma, recognized them as the sons of
Pu, even though all of the Pavas were carefully disguised as Brahmaas. The great
minded brothers, Ka and Balarma, then went to visit the sons of Pu at their lodgings in
the house of a potter. The thirteenth Vaivnhikaparva covers the amazing story of the five Indras.
It also shows the amazement of King Drupada, over the fact that his daughter Draupad was to
marry all five Pava brothers, but Lord

iva had blessed her to enjoy an extraordinary

marriage. The fourteenth Vidurngamanaparva and fifteenth Rnjyalambhaparva narrate the
happenings where Dhtarra sent Vidura to see the Pavas, and upon his arrival Vidura also
met with Lord Ka. To prevent a quarrel between the Pavas and Kurus, the kingdom was
divided, and the Pavas went to live in the city of Khavaprastha. The sixteenth sub-parvan
Arjunavanavnsaparva tells the story of Sunda and Upasunda. By the order of Nrada Muni the
five brothers agreed to spend equal time alone with their lovely wife Draupad (each brother
swore that if he ever intruded when another brother was with Draupad, the intruding brother
would voluntarily accept banishment). Soon thereafter, when the eldest brother, Yudhihira, was
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alone with Draupad, Arjuna unavoidably entered their room to get a weapon that he needed to
help a saintly Brhmaa. After rescuing the stolen property of the Brhmaa, Arjuna,
determined to honor the Pavas' mutual pact, left the royal palace and went alone to the forest.
Next comes the story of Arjuna's union with the princess Ulup, whom he met on the path while
dwelling in the forest; after that, Arjuna's pilgrimage to many sacred spots and the birth of
Babhruvhana are described. During that time Arjuna saved five Apsars who have been cursed
by an ascetic Brhmaa to take birth as crocodiles. The seventeenth SubhadrnharaØaparva
covers the happenings where Arjuna met with Lord Ka at the holy land of Prabhaketra
and went with Him to His capital of Dvrak, (a fabulous city built on the surface of the ocean).
While there Arjuna fell in love with Ka's lovely young sister, Subhadr, and she also fell in
love with Arjuna. Taking Lord Ka's permission, Arjuna eloped with her. The eighteenth
HaraØahnrikaparvan and ninteenth KhnØavadnhaparvan narrates the happenings where Lord
Ka, son of Devak, brought a dowry for His new brother-in-law. Upon arriving at the
Pava's capital (Khavaprastha, also known as Indraprastha),

r Ka acquired His

famous whirling weapon, the Sudarana disc, and Arjuna acquired his famous Gva bow.
The Khava forest was burned to ashes, and Subhadr gave birth to mighty Abhimanyu.
Arjuna saved the great mystic Maya from the fiery forest, while a special serpent escaped. The
great sage Mandapla begot a son in the womb of the bird rga.

3.3.2. Structure of Ðdiparva (according to BORI’s edition)
The liberated sage Vysa affirms in Parvasa¹graha that diparva contains 218 chapters
composed of 7,984 verses.14 But going through the Critical Edition of Mahbhrata, we get in
the diparva have 19 sub-parvans and 09 khyanas in 225 adhyyas. The total number of lokas
is 7,197. The tabular form of the structure of this first canto is given below:

 
14

ityetaddhiparvokta prathama bahuvistaram |
adhyyate dve tu sakhyte paramari |
adaaiva cdhyvysenottamatejas ||
sapta lokasahasri tath nava atni ca |
lokca caturtirdo grantho mahtman ||Mbh.01.02.02.95-96||
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Ðdiparva (according to BORI’s edition)
Upaparva

Ðdhynya

Ðkhynna

Ìloka

1. Anukramaparva

01 (i.e., 1st adhyya only)

----

210

2. Parvasagraha

01 (i.e., 2nd adhyya only)

----

243

3. Pauyaparva

01 (i.e., 3rd adhyya only)

----

195

4. Paulomaparva

09 (from 4th to 12th)

----

150

5. stikaparva

40 (from 13th to 53rd)

----

1025

6. divavataraaparva

08 (from 54th to 61st)

----

482

7. Sa -#$-

62 (from 62nd to 123rd)

03*

2169

8. Jatug.hadhaparva

15 (from 124th to 138th)

9. Hi*imbavadha
10. Bakavadha
11. Caitraratha

----

373

th

nd

----

111

rd

nd

----

264

rd

rd

#

554

th

th

♣

04 (from 139 to 142 )
10 (from 143 to 152 )
21 (from 153 to 173 )

03

12. Draupad-/vara

16 (from 174 to 189 )

01

381

13. Vaivhika

02 (from 190th and 191st)

14. Vidurgamanaparva
15. Rjyalambha

nd

----

37

th

----

174

th

----

50

th

⊗

07 (from 192 to 198 )
01 (consists only 199 adhyyas)
th

16. Arjunavanavsa

11 (from 200 to 210 )

01

295

17. Subhadrharaa

02 (211th and 212th)

18. Haraahrika
19. Kh*-ha

----

57

rd

----

82

th

01∇

344

01 (consists only 213 adhyya)
th

12 (from 214 to 225 )

[Table 3.4: Structure of diparva of Mbh. according to BORI’s critical edition]

 
three are- akuntalopkhyna (starts at 62nd and end with 69th adhyya and includes a sum of 305 lokas),
Yaytyupkhyna (starts at 70th and end with 80th adhyya and composed of 365 lokas) and Uttarayytam (starts
at 81st and end with 88th adhyya and a sum of 151 loks).
The Caitrarathaparva also contains three khynas viz. Tpatyopkhyna (it begins from 160th adhyya and end
with 163rd consisting of 102 lokas), Vihopkhyna (includes a sum of 173 lokas in 164th to 168th and also in
173rd adhyya) and Aurvopkhyna (in 169th to 172nd adhyyas and a sum of 86 lokas).
♣
This subparvan has only khyana namely, Pacendropkhyna which composed of 49 lokas in its last chapter.
⊗
The Sundopasunda is only upkhyna which includes 119 lokas from 201st to 204th adhyya.
∇
 The only khyna rgakopkhyna which includes 147 lokas of last six chapters of the diparva (i.e., from
220 to 225).
These
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3.3.2. Computer adaptation of Ðdiparvan
diparva, the first canto of Mbh. has a multi-layered division. It is primarily divided into subparvans and then further divided into adhyyas which are composed of several stanzas. The
khyanas are also an important part of the structure but they cannot be regarded as a subdivision because the maximum portion of the parva is not included in any of them. Thus each
stanza has two types of hierarchy; (a) compulsory i.e., Parva> Upaparva> Adhyya, (b) optional
i.e. khyna which comes under upaparva and contains some adhyyas.
Mbh Æ 3arva Æ Upa-parva Æ [Ðkhynna] Æ Adhynya Æ Ìloka
This structure of the diparva is adapted to prepare an RDBMS based system for online
indexing of the text. Each layer of hierarchy is stored in separate tables. Each section of every
level is given a unique identity and adjoined to the tables of other levels. The basic table is
“shloka” which contains the columns ShlokaSamhita  pada,  Id, Adhyaya_Id and
 _Nm. The  _Id is the unique id of each stanza.  _Nm is the serial number of
the stanzas in the corresponding adhyyas. The column Adhyaya_Id denotes the unique id of
adhyya which is connected with ‘Id’ column of “adhyaya” table. The structure for database
storage is as follows:

Shloka_Id

Adhyaya_Id

Shloka_Nm

ShlokaSamhita


01

01

00

ShlokaPada
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[Table 3.5: Structure of database storage, it is first table among five called ‘shloka’]

The table “adhyaya” has a description of the adhyyas in Id, UP_Id, Akh_Id, and Adh_Nm
columns. The column Id represents the uniqueness of adhyyas. As mentioned, it relates the
description of adhyya to each stanza. The UP_Id denotes the number of sub-parvans of
diparva which is bound to Id column of the table “upaparva”. The column Akh_Id is a unique
identification number of khyna and is linked up to Id column of the table “akhyana”. The
column Adh_Nm gives the number of adhyyas in Sanskrit words.

Id

ȱ


UP_Id

Akh_Id

Adh_Nm

01

01

00

?ABC

02

02

00

>.BC

03

03

00

BC

---

---

---

---

---

---

---

---
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62

07

01

>."/DBC

63

07

01

/%"/DBC

[Table 3.6: the second ‘adhyaya’table works as bridge table between previous and next two tables]

The table ‘akhyana’ contains two columns viz. Id and Akhyana. The column Id is adjoined to
Akh_Id of ‘adhyaya’ table and it is used to relate the name of khyna with adhyya. The
Akhyana column gives the name of khyna.

Id

Akhyana

01

-  ; $E

02

 $E

03

 

04

$ $E

05

+-D$E

[Table 3.7: the table ‘akhyana’ helps to show the khyana]

The table “upaparva” contains Id, Parva_Id and Upaparva columns. The Id column is adjoined
to UP_Id column of table “adhyaya”. The Parva_Id column gives the unique number of each
parva of Mbh. and it is adjoined with the column Id of table ‘parva’. The Upaparva column of
this table shows the name of sub-parvans in Unicode Devanagari.

Id
01

ȱ


Parva_Id
01

Upaparva
0F* $#
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02

01

$#G&!$#

03

01

$)H$#

04

01

$) $#

[Table 3.8: the fourth table ‘upaparva’ gives the sub-parvan reference and also calls to fifth for
completing the reference]

The table “parva” has two columns viz. Id and Parva where the Id column shows the unique
number of each parvan of Mbh. and it is connected with Parva_Id column of table ‘Up-4’. The
Parva column of this table gives the name of each parvan of Mbh. in Unicode DevanƗgarƯ.

Id

Parva

01

I>$#

02

:$#

03

$#

04

/J$#

05

K; $#

[Table 3.9: the table ‘Parva’ contains the unique id and name of all parvans of Mbh.]
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Online Indexing of Mahābhārata (Ādiparva)

4.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the partial implementation of Online Indexing of Mahābhārata
(Ādiparvan) as part of the present M. Phil. R&D. The computational model uses Java in the web
format for the indexing of words occur in Mahābhārata (Ādiparvan) through the identification
and connection with original ślokas stored in the database. The system accepts three kinds of
searches and gives analyzed output in the same format. The first input mechanism is ‘Direct
Search’ where the user can enter any key-word in Devanāgarī UTF-8 and get all the references
and details from Mahābhārata (Ādiparvan). The second is ‘Alphabetical Search’ facility where
one can just click any letter of Devanāgarī alphabet to get the index of the words starting with
that alphabet, and the third input mechanism is ‘Search by Classes’ where the user can click on
“Parva”  “Upa-parvas”  “Adhyāyas”  “Ākhyānas” to get the index. Clicking on an
indexed word will display the details with the śloka in which it occurs. It also gives facility to
search that word in some other online lexical resources.

4.2. Architecture of the system
The indexing system of Mahābhārata (Ādiparvan) is developed in front-end of JSP with Java
servlet, Back-end of RDBMS and JDBC connectivity. The webserver for Java/JSP is Apache
Tomcat 4.0 and the RDBMS used is MS-SQL Server 2005 Database in Unicode scheme. The
following model describes the interaction between multi-tier architecture of the indexing system
of Mahābhārata:
U
S
E
R
↓
↑
request
response
↓
↑
Apache-tomcat
↓↑
Java servlet
↓↑
JDBC
↓↑
Database
[Fig 4.1: Multi-tier architecture of the Mahabharata Indexer]
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4.3. Process of the Indexing system
There are three ways to give input to the system e.g. Direct Search, Alphabet search and Search
by the structure of the text in Devanāgarī UTF-8 format
Input Text

light Pre-processing

Mahābhārata Indexer

Mahābhārata
Database

Output level-1

Output level -2

Output-final level
[Fig 4.2: Process of Indexing system]

Step I: Preprocessing
Preprocessing a text mainly consists of normalizing it.

Step II: Mahābhārata Indexer and Database
At this step, the indexer makes an indexed list of exact and partially matching words. Getting the
query as an input, the indexer, after a slight preprocessing, sends it to the database. If the word
has its occurrence in the database, the system gives the output.

Step III: Output level-1
At this level, the indexer gives all the occurrences of the searched query with its numerical
reference in a hyperlinked mode.
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Step IV: Output level -2
Clicking any hyperlinked word, system shows its original place in the śloka and also gives its
full reference in the text. It also asks for further information from other online lexical resources.

Step V: Output - final level
Here, the indexer gives a list of online lexical resources and also gives the facility to do
morphological analysis of the query with the help of POS Tagger1 and Subanta Analyzer.2

4.4. The Front-end of the Mahābhārata Indexer
4.4.1. Java Server Pages
Java Server Pages (JSP) technology provides a simplified, fast way to create dynamic web
content. JSP technology enables rapid development of web-based applications that are server and
platform-independent.3 It is one of the most sophisticated tools available for high performance
and secures web applications.
The front-end of the system is developed in utf-8 enabled Java Server Pages (JSP) and HTML.
The front-end of the software enables the user to interact with the indexing system with the help
of Apache Tomcat web-server. The JSP technology helps to create web based applications by
combining Java code with HTML. The web server runs the Java code and displays the results as
HTML. For this system, there are two JSP pages, one is the main search page and the other is the
cross-referential search page which searches the searched query in different online lexical and
linguistic resources. The below written code snippet instructs the page to set the language and
content encoding of input and output UTF-8:
<%@ page
language="java"
pageEncoding="utf-8"
contentType="text/html; charset=utf-8"
import="java.util.*"
%>

1

http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/post/post.jsp
http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/subanta/rsubanta.jsp
3
http://java.sun.com/products/jsp/
2
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The following code initializes the different values of main class, strings and integers:
<%
Mahabharata mb = new Mahabharata();
akhyanasFound = 1;
request.setCharacterEncoding("UTF-8");
String searchtype = "";
int parva = 0;
int upaparva = 0;
int adhyaya = 0;
int akhyana = 0;
int shloka = 0;
String ddfocus="parva";
String token="";
String searchstr="";

The following code obtains the different values of the search queries:
try{
ddfocus = request.getParameter("ddfocus");
}
catch(Exception e){
ddfocus="parva";
}
try{
searchtype = request.getParameter("searchtype");
}
catch(Exception e){
searchtype="partial";
}
try{
searchstr = request.getParameter("searchstr");
}
catch(Exception e){
searchstr="";
}
try{
parva = Integer.parseInt(request.getParameter("parva"));
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}
catch(Exception e){
parva=0;
}

try{
upaparva = Integer.parseInt(request.getParameter("upaparva"));
}
catch(Exception e){
upaparva=0;
}

The following code defines the values of different strings:
if (searchtype==null)
searchtype="partial";
if (searchstr==null)
searchstr="";
if (ddfocus==null)
ddfocus="parva";
if (token==null)
token="";

The following code draws the text box and search button for the exact search query:
DIRECT SEARCH (unicode Sanskrit)
<% if (searchstr.length()>0) { %>
<br><input type=text name=searchstr value="<%= searchstr %>" >
<% } else { %>
<br><input type=text name=searchstr value="<%= token %>" >
<% }

%>

<input type=submit value="search Mahabharata Database">

The following code searches the result of exact search query entered in the text box as partial
search:
<% if (searchtype.equals("partial") && searchstr !=null &&
searchstr.length()>0){ %>
<%= mb.searchIndex(searchstr) %>
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The code which provides the list of alphabets for partial alphabetical search:
ALPHABET SEARCH<br>
<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=partial&searchstr=अ>अ</a>
<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=partial&searchstr=आ>आ </a>
<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=partial&searchstr=इ>इ </a>
<a href=ibasic.jsp?searchtype=partial&searchstr=ई>ई </a>
.
.
.

This code takes the input by clicking on a letter, and displays search result through the
alphabetSearch() function

of Mahabharata class:

<% if (searchtype.equals("partial") && searchstr !=null &&
searchstr.length()>0){ %>
<%= mb.alphabetSearch(searchstr) %>

The following code gets the search input by selecting the class of the text (e.g. Parva, Upa-parva,
Adhyāya and Ākhyāna):
SEARCH BY CLASS
<select name=parva>
<option value=1 <% if (parva==1){ %> selected <% }

%> >आदपव</option>

<option value=2 <% if (parva==2){ %> selected <% }

%>

>सभापव</option>

<option value=3 <% if (parva==3){ %> selected <% }

%> >वनपव(आरयक)</option>

<option value=4 <% if (parva==4){ %> selected <% }

%> >वराटपव</option>

... .. ..

The following code gives the result of class search as the list of words in the selected terminal
class:
<% if (searchtype.equals("partial")){ %>
<% if ( ddfocus.equals("adhyaya") || ddfocus.equals("akhyana") ){ %>
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If Adhyaya is selected and Akhyana is not found give the result from that Adhyaya.
<% if ( adhyaya>0 && akhyanasFound == 0 ) { %>
<%=mb.getIndexForAdhyaya(adhyaya) %>

If Akhyana is selected and it is found, give the result according to that Akhyana.
<%} else if

(akhyana>0

&& akhyanasFound ==1) { %>

<%=mb.getIndexForAkhyana(akhyana) %>

The following code displays the result generated when a particular search token is submitted.
Results
<table>
<td><b>Index Search for <font>'<%=token %>'</font></b>
<td><b>Reference:</b><td><%= mb.getShlokaRefActual()
%>(<%=mb.getShlokaRefDescriptive() %>)
<td><b>Shloka:</b><td><%= mb.getShlokaText() %>
<td><b>Parva:</b><td><%= mb.getParva() %>
<td><b>Upaparva:</b><td><%= mb.getUpaparva() %>
<td><b>Adhyaya:</b><td><%= mb.getAdhyaya() %>
<td><b>Akhyana:</b><td><%= mb.getAkhyana() %>

This code gives options to search the queried word in different online resources.
<td><b>Search other sources:</b> <td>
<a href=searchNet.jsp?word=<%= token %>>search this word on other online
resources</a>

The following code of cross-referential JSP page searches the searched string in other online
resources.
<a
href="http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/amara/viewdata.jsp?searchtype=direct&searchst
r=<%= word %>">search Amarakosha(JNU)</a>
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<a href="http://www.spokensanskrit.de/index.php?script=HK&tinput=
<%=word %>&country_ID=&trans=Translate&direction=AU">search "Spoken Sanskrit"
Dictionary (by Klaus Glashoff, Germany)</a>

4.4.2. Java Servlet Technology
Java Servlet technology provides web developers with a simple, consistent mechanism for
extending the functionality of a web server and for accessing existing business systems. A servlet
can almost be thought of as an applet that runs on the server side--without a face. Java servlets
make many web applications possible. Servlets have access to the entire family of Java APIs,
including the JDBC API to access enterprise databases. Servlets can also access a library of
HTTP-specific calls and receive all the benefits of the mature Java language, including
portability, performance, reusability, and crash protection.4
For the indexing system of Mahābhārata, the following code snippet of Java Servlet Technology
has been used. This code snippet imports the java packages to be used in this class:
import java.lang.*;
import java.util.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.sql.*;

It is the main class:
public class Mahabharata {
}

It is the class constructor which creates a copy of the class to use temporarily:
public Mahabharata(){
.. .. ..
}

The following method loads the configuration of data files:
public void loadConf(){
.. .. .. .. ..
}

4

http://java.sun.com/products/servlet/ (accessed on 11/07/08)
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The following code gets the list of Upa-parva of a selected Parva:
public Hashtable getUpaparvaByParva(int parva,int upaparva){
.. .. ..
return upaparvas;
}

The following code gets the list of Adhyaya of a selected Upaparva
public Hashtable getAdhyayaByUpaparva(int upaparva, int adhyaya){
.. .. ..
return adhyayas;
}

The following code gets the list of Akhyana (if available) of a selected Adhyaya:
public Hashtable getAkhyanaByAdhyaya(int adhyaya, int akhyana){
.. .. ..
return akhyanas;
}

The following code gets the list of words in selected Akhyana or Adhyaya:
public String getIndexForAkhyana(int akhyana){
.. .. ..
return "<b>search found "+tknCount+" results for above
akhyana</b><br><b>"+ r + "</b>";
}

The following code is the main function which searches the queried word:
public String searchIndex(String word){
.. .. ..
return "<b>Exact Search found "+tknCount+" results for
'"+word+"'</b><br><b>"+ r + "</b>";
}

The following code searches the alphabetical partial string search:
public String alphabetSearch(String alph){
.. . . ..
return "<b>Alphabet search found "+tknCount+" results for
'"+alph+"'</b><br><b>"+ r + "</b>";
}
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The following function gives the list of words of a selected Adhyaya
public String getIndexForAdhyaya(int adhyaya){
.. .. ..
return "<b>search found "+tknCount+" results for above
adhyaya</b><br><b>"+ r + "</b>";
}

The following method organizes the search result in the incremental order of reference
public void getShlokaById(int shlokaid, String tkn){

setShlokaid_incremental(shlokaid);
setBaseWord(tkn);
ResultSet rs = null;
}

The following function gives description of the base word in the either case whether Akhyana
occurs or not:
public String getShlokaRefDescriptive(){
if (getAkhyanaid()==0)
return
getParva()+">"+getUpaparva()+">"+getAdhyaya()+">"+getShlokaid();
else
return
getParva()+">"+getUpaparva()+">"+getAdhyaya()+">"+getAkhyana()+">"+getShlokai
d();
}

The following function gives reference of the Shloka:
public String getShlokaRef(){
return
getParvaid()+"."+getUpaparvaid()+"."+getAdhyayaId()+"."+getAkhyanaid()+"."+ge
tShlokaid_incremental();
}
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The following function gives actual reference of the Shloka:
public String getShlokaRefActual(){
return
getParvaid()+"."+getUpaparvaid()+"."+getAdhyayaId()+"."+getAkhyanaid()+"."+ge
tShlokaid();
}

The following function gives the Shloka in which the searched base word occurs. If Shloka pada
available then it gives Shloka Pada otherwise Shloka Samhita.
public String getShlokaText(){
if (getShlokapada().length()>0)
return shlokapada;
else
return shlokasamhita;
}

4.4.3. Apache Tomcat 4.0 Web Server
The Apache Tomcat is the servlet container that is used for the Java Servlet and Java Server
Pages technologies. The Java Servlet and Java Server Pages specifications are developed by Sun
under the Java Community Process. Apache Tomcat is developed in an open and participatory
environment and released under the Apache Software License. Apache Tomcat is intended to be
a collaboration of the best-of-breed developers from around the world.5 The Mahābhārata
indexer runs on this Apache Tomcat 4.0 platform.

4.5. The Back-end
The back-end of the indexing system consists of RDBMS, which contains co-relative data tables.
This Tomcat server based program connects to MS-SQL Server 2005 RDBMS through JDBC
connectivity. The lexical resources are stored as Devanāgarī utf-8.
There are five tables namely; ‘shloka’, ‘adhyaya’, ‘akhyana’, ‘upaparva’ and ‘parva’. The
descriptions of the tables have been given in the previous chapters. A design of the indexing
system of Mahābhārata database is given below:
5

http://www.apache.org/
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parva
Id
_
Parva
_
Description
_

upaparva

akhyana

Id
_
ParvaID
_

Id
_

Upaparva
_

ParvaID
_

Description
_

UpaParvaID
_
AdhyayaID
_
Akhyana
_

adhyaya

Description
_

Id
_
ParvaID
_

shloka

UpaParvaID
_
Adhyaya
_

Id
_

Description
_

ParvaID
_
UpaParvaID
_
AdhyayaID
_
AkhyanaID
_
ShlokaID
_
ShlokaSamhita
_
ShlokaPada
_

[Figure 4.3: Diagram of the interconnection between the database tables]

4.6. Database connectivity
The database connectivity has been done through the JDBC driver software. JDBC Application
Programming Interface (API) is the industry standard for database independent connectivity for
Java and a wide range of database-SQL databases. JDBC technology allows to use the Java
programming language to develop ‘Write once, run anywhere’ capabilities for applications that
require access to large scale data. JDBC works as bridge between Java program and Database.
SQL server 2005 and JDBC support input and output in Unicode, so this system accepts Unicode
Devanāgarī text as well as prints result in the same format.6

6

http://java.sun.com/javase/technologies/database/ (accessed on 08/07/08)
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4.7. How does the indexing system work?
This Mahābhārata Indexer has mainly online version which the user can access on
http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/mb/ibasic.jsp. A CD version of the system has been enclosed herewith
(in the back side of the dissertation). It is a testing version and does not have complete data and
functionality. It is better to use the online version of the system.

4.7.1. How to use online version of the system
The system takes input and gives output in Devanāgarī UTF-8 encoding. For this, a Unicode
input mechanism is required like Baraha,7 INSCRIPT key-board.8 Thus, one can type one’s
desired word for exact search. There are other facilities to search the queries like- one can choose
a character from the Devanāgarī alphabet with the desired word begins. The search result will
display a list of hyperlinked words with their references and the list of indexed words could be
exact or partial string. The further information can be obtained by clicking the specific word. The
drop-down boxes, according to the structure of the text, are the third searching facility where the
user can first choose a “Parva” from the box. Entering the “Parva” the “Upa-parva” comes. In
this chain, the third drop-down of “Adhyaya” appears. If the “Adhyaya” has any ākhyāna then
the fourth drop-down of “Akhyana” will appear and the indexer will make the index according to
the “Akhyana”, if not then system will make an index of the words according to the specific
adhyāya.
At second step, the user has to click a word among the list of indexed words. Clicking the
required word the page will move to another page where he can find the searched query with its
origin (i.e., in a śloka) and full reference on the basis of the Mahābhārata (Ādiparva). On that
same page, there is an option to search additional (i.e., linguistic and cultural) information from
another online lexical resources. Clicking that icon, the user will get the links of several sites
where he can find further information.

4.7.2. How to use CD version of the system
For running the Mahābhārata Indexer, the CD version requires installing Java Development Kit
(JDK), Apache Tomcat web server 4.0 and the MS-SQL Server 2005 RDBMS based Database. It
7
8

The Baraha can be freely downloaded at- www.baraha.com
It can be freely downloaded from- http://www.bhashaindia.com/Downloadsv2/ListCategories.aspx
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also needs a UTF-8 Devanāgarī input mechanism such as Baraha7.0. The installer files of these
three are also given in the CD. The installation process for running the system is given here in
respective order:
 First install the JDK of any updated version then set the path of ‘java’ by editing the path
variable and adding the path of ‘bin’ folder of java (i.e., C:\jdk1.5.0_14\bin).
 Now install the Apache Tomcat web server. To run Tomcat Web Server two environment
variables are to be defined

JAVA_HOME= C:\jdk1.5.0_14



CATALINA_HOME= C:\Program Files\Apache Tomcat 4.0

 For installing the database the procedure should be:


First install MS-SQL server 2005 and MS-JDBC driver to connect the
database with Apache Tomcat web server.



Run Mahabharata database script to create the database.



Import data from excel file. Set permissions to database objects.

 After installation of the database, copy the ‘mb’ folder from the CD to C:\Program
Files\Apache Tomcat 4.0\webapps folder.
 Now start Tomcat Web Server and type this address in the web browserhttp://localhost:8080/mb
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4.8. The Snapshots of the Mahābhārata Indexer

[Figure 4.4: Homepage of the Mahabharata Indexer]
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[Figure 4.5: Search page of the Mahabharata indexer]
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[Figure 4.6: results of the searched query in hyperlinked mode with their numerical references]
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[Figure 4.7: referential page for the searched query]
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[Figure 4.8: Cross-referential page where the user can click any one link to know further linguistic,
grammatical and cultural knowledge]
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[Figure 4.9: clicking on any site the page will move on that specific site to give further additional
information (if the additional info is available). For example, clicking the ‘Amarakosh site’ it shows all
the information of ‘गड’]
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[Figure 4.10: Here, the searched query gets additional informal from ‘Spoken Sanskrit Dictionary’ site]
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[Figure 4.11: the searched query ‘गड’ gets information from Online Apte’s Sanskrit-English Dictionary]
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[Figure 4.12: the searched query ‘गड’ gets information from Online Macdonell’s Sanskrit-English
Dictionary]
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[Figure 4.13: the searched query ‘गड’ gets information from Sanskrit Wikipedia. Here the words comes
appears in hyperlinked mode, clicking on it, the main article will appear]
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Conclusion

The present work is an R&D effort at the M.Phil. level for developing an Online Indexing
system of Mahābhārata (Ādiparva). It was a two year program: one year for course work and
the next one year for R&D. Within this one year, a research on making database structure for
the text was done. Also splitting the sahitā form of ślokas was done according to Pāinian
rules. Besides this, the evaluation of tools and techniques- JSP-Java for front-end, servlet
objects and Apache Tomcat for web server was studied and an online interface was developed
which is live at http://sanskrit.jnu.ac.in/mb. The system has certain limitations which can be
described as follows:

Limitations
 As the computation of the Sanskrit texts is opening a new perspective in the Sanskrit
studies, the availability of the index of Mbh in an interactive format will be of great
help to explore the Mbh worldwide. The absence of any such work increases the utility
and importance of the work greatly. As the text is very large, this work is restricted to
Ādiparva only, where 7,197 ślokas exists in 19 sub-parvans, 09 ākhyānas and, in
general, a total of 225 adhyāyas.
 This system has fixed input and output mechanism. One can search his query in
Unicode Devanāgarī only and the output will be in the same format.
 At present, the system is unable to give the translation in any language.
 In this version, it may fail to search a word which is in sandhi form. While sandhi-split
version of text has been stored for only Ādiparva, efforts are being made to do this for
all other parvans.
 If a base word is searched it cannot be found in all its forms. For example, if
“Brahman” (Prātipadika) is searched, it will not return results for “Brahma”, “Brhmā”,
“Brahmai” etc. A subanta generation module is being developed separately to solve
this problem.
 It has only a string search facility so it cannot search synonymous words. For example,
if ‘Ka’ is searched, it cannot return ‘Nārāyaa’, ‘Vāsudeva’, ‘Hari’, ‘Muralīdhara’,
‘Yogeśvara’ etc. A separate module of Amarakośa has been developed. In near future,
this module will be used to handle this issue.
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Future research and development
The present Online Indexing system for Ādiparva of Mahābhārata has tremendous potentials
in the field of Sanskrit Computational Lexicography and M(A)TS. Some of the immediate and
future applications of the system are discussed below:
 An Online Indexer for Sanskrit documents- the present work only deals with the
Ādiparvan of Mahābhārata but the same methodology can be applied to build an
indexing system for remaining parvans of the text and also for another Sanskrit
documents which are based on this epic.
 Support for other encoding schemes- at this point, the system takes the input in UTF8 format but in the future, it may be upgraded to process the input in other encoding
schemes also.
 Machine Translation System (MTS)- This R&D has potential for M(A)TS from and
to Sanskrit which is a major goal of this and other R&D currently in progress at the
SCSS , JNU.
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2
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5
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5
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6
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6

>
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6
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6

'
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4
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6
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0
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W
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:/UV
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5

0

X :/UV

33

5

0
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5

0
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5

0

I8:/UV
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36
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0

E ]:/UV
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0
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5

0
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